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L INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the Problem

Reliable and durable dentin bonding would improve many dental
restorative procedures. Tooth colored composite resin restorations _
will not adhere to tooth structure unaided. Forces develop within the
resin as it polymerizes and contracts. This causes the restoration 'to
move away from the cavity walls, creating a potentially dangerous
gap. Bp_nding is the process ·whereby the restoration is retained
against the cavity wall, preventing a space between it and the walls.
Bonding to enamel is clinically reliable and acceptable, and the
usefulness of the technique has been extended to other applications,
such as preve11tive resin sealants. In contrast, bonding to dentin has
been elusive; progress has lagged behind its enamel counterpart.
There are many dentin bonding products on the market claiming
clinically acceptable· bond strengths. These claims are based on in
vitro research. Very little research, however, has been dorie in vivo.
This thesis explores several aspects of dentin bonding in vivo using
the dog as a model. It is hoped that.'the information gained from this
study will enable researchers to extend this work to humans' for the
ultimate benefit.
The aim of this research is to test four specific hypothes·es. Those·
hypothesis can be stated in two wa;s. One statement is the research
hypothesis, and the other is the statistical hypothesis. It is the
statistical hypothesis that provides the interpretation, the strength of
which can confirm or negate the research questions.

1
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The research hypothesis for this project involves three variables.
Tooth type is the first variable, and the question is whether there is a
difference in dentin bond strength ~etween molar and cuspid teeth.
The second variable is the presence or absence of a smear layer, and
whether that effects dentin bond strength. The third variable is the
remaining dentin thickness, and wh~t affect that has on dentin bond
strengths.
'
.,
The research hypotheses, with their derivations, can be 'stated as
follows:
1. Is there a difference in in. vivo dentin bond strength between
cuspids and molars? Dog
molars. have been shown to have greater
. ,·
permeability than cuspids in vivo. Will greater permeability
influence bond strengths?
2. Will in vivo dentin bonds made in the presence of the smear layer
be weaker than those made without a smear layer? The smear layer
has been shown to be intrinsically weak. Will the absence of a smear
layer permit higher bond strengths in vivo ?
3. Can 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate (BEMA) stabilize the smear layer
to the underlying dentin in vivo and thereby cause bond strengths to
be significantly higher than bonding.to the smear layer alone?
4. Will bond strengths to deep dentin be weaker than bonds made to
superficial dentin? There are factors present in deep dentin which
could be antagonistic to achieving. high dentin bond strengths. ·
'

Some portions of the hypotheses have been tested in vitro. The
significance of this project is that none of these factors have been
I
'
tested in vivo.
·
''·

. '
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To strengthen the statistical interpretation, the research hypotheses
can be restated as null hypotheses as follows:
1. There is no significant difference between dentin bond strengths
attempted in vivo on dog cuspid and molar teeth.
I

.]

2. There is no significant difference in dentin bond strength with or
'
without a smear layer present.
3. There is no significant difference in dentin bond strengths when
attempts are made to stabilize the smear layer with HEMA.
4. There is no significant difference in dentin bond strength at
various dentin depths.
There are essentially two types of statistics applicable to this work.
Descriptive statistics, which describe measures of central tendency
and dispersion, and inferential statistics, which permit
generalization of the specific information gained from this research
to other· areas of research and dentistry. The statement of the
hypotheses in the null condition permits proper and valid inferences
to be drawn from the experimental results .

.

,

·~
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B. Review of the Literature'

"Science is organization"
H;erbert Spencer.
'

1. Introduction

For convenience and clarity, the review of the literature is divided
into five sections. Topics and their treatments will' be restricted to the
knowledge necessary to understand the bonding process, instead of a
comprehensive review of the subje.ct.
The subject of the first literature review section is the histology,
composition, morphology and physical properties of dentin. Since
dentin is the substrate to which we intend for bonding to occur, it is
appropriate to have background knowledge and appreciation of its
biological properties. Also, the discussion of dentin will be limited to
coronal dentin when that distinction can be made.
The second section discusses the dentinal fluid and its pressure. An
understanding the fluid is a preamble to the next section, the ,
physiology of fluid movement.
The fourth review section is concerned with the consequences of
operative procedures on dentin, i.e; the creation of smear layers, and
fifth, a brief review of bonding to dentin.
2. Dentin

1.

a. Introduction

Credit for originating the name "dentin" is given to Purkinje, the
Slavic microanatomist/physiologist, in the year 1836 (Loevy & Kovitz,
1988). He described the tubular nature of dentin in a book published
the same year.

,•
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Dentin is the secretory product of the odontoblasts. Histologically,
living dentin is an avascular connective tissue, derived' from
embryological mesenchyme (Avery, 1986). Throughout the life of tl:).e
tooth, there is an intimate and inseparable relationship of the pulp
with dentin, developmentally, topographically and functionally
(Mjor, 1973). This relationship has been described as the "pulpo -.
'
.
dentinal complex" (Kuttler, 1959; Stanley et al., 1983). Dentin
determines the shape of the crown and root, and composes the bulk of
tooth structure Avery, 1986).
The structure, function and composition of dentin are inextricably
intertwined. First, the process of dentinogenesis will be presented in
a general context. Then, the composition of dentin will be reviewed.
The section on morphology will be' more specific with regard to both
structure and composition. The introduction to dentin as a bonding
substrate will be concluded with a brief review of age changes and
physical properties.

b. Dentinogenesis and Mineralization
Embryonic, undifferentiated odontoblasts arise from the denta~
papilla at about the fourth or fifth week of life .(Frank & Nalbandian,
1963; Seltzer & Bender, 1975; Avery, 1986). When fully differentiated,
the odontoblasts .align on the basement membrane of the future
dentinoenamel junction, packed clos_ely together and resembling one
another in size and shape. They are often elongated columnar cells,
but their morphology can vary sliglitly (Frank & Nalbandian, 1963)
Structurally, they resemble .:r;nany po}arized secretory cells, with
quantities' of ;ough endopl~smic reticulum, ribosomes, Golgi
apparati, and mitochondria (Fr1,1nk & Nalbandian, 1963; Mjor, 197~).
In what is thought by several investigators (Bevelander, 1941; Kiguel,
1965) . to be the first act of tooth histogenesis, collagen. fibers
originating froxp. the papilla extend up to (and possibly through) the
dentinoenamefjunction: These ·are known as the von Korff fibers.
',

.,

..
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(Bevelander, 1941). Based on scanning electron microscopic studies
(SEM), Ten Cate and others feel that von Korffs fibers are a·light
microscopic artifact. Their SEM studies show silver deposits in the
ground substance, where light microscopy has demonstrated the
presence of the fibers (Ten Cate et al., 1.970). Other SEM investigators
claim to visualize what appears to be remnants of the fibers
(Johansen & Parks, 1962).
Just before mineralization, it is believed finer fibers realign into a
lace - like pattern, parallel to the DEJ, tangentially, and at right
angles to the long axis of the tubules (Bevelander, 1941; Kramer,
1951). Increased levels of alkaline phosphatase, within the
odontoblasts and extracellillarlj'. (associated with the von Korff fibers)
accompany dentinogenesis, playing a role in collagen formation
(Kiguel, 1965; Yoshiki & Kurahashi, 1971) and/or ground substance
production (Ten Cate et al., 1970). Other glucosaminoglycans (GAGS)
have been found to be ·associated with dentinogenesis (Takuma &
Eda, 1961).
Initially, the subodontoblastic cells of the dental papilla begin to
elaborate the dentin matrix. Once initiated, the matrix formation is
continued by the odontoblasts (Mjor, 1973). The organic matrix serves
as the substrate for mineralization. There is a zone 10 - 20
micrometers wide between the odontoblasts and the mineralizing
dentin, known as the "pre - dentin." (Mjor, 1973; Frank &
Nalbandian, 1963; Avery, 1986). Cytoplasmic extensions of the
odontoblasts extend through the pre - dentin into the mineralizing
dentin, where they form the dental tubules (Kennedy, Teuscher &
Fosdick, 1953; Johanson & Parks, 1962; Mjor, 1973). The cytoplasmic
extensions into the tubules, called the "odontoblastic processes," are
structurally different from the main body of the cell (Avery, 1986).
I

Odontoblasts differentiate earlier than the ameloblasts (_frank· &
Nalbandian, 1963). Differentiation is first seen at cusp tips (Avery,
1986). After the dentin matrix is elaborated and begins

r· '
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mineralization, the enamel begins to .form, also by mineralization of
an organic matrix (Frank & Nalbandian, 1963; Avery, 1986).
The pre - dentin appears to be composed of two regions; the more
exterior one is more mature than the inner one, suggesting organic
changes in preparation for mineralization (Symons, 1961; Frank &
Nalbandian, 1963; Mjor, 1973). Afte~ about 10 micrometers of pre dentin have been laid down, mineralization begins (Bevelander &
Nakahara, 1966). Under high power scanning electron microscopic
examination (> 19,500 x), "crystal bodies" can be seen in peripheral
pre - dentin. No crystalline structures are initially pres~nt within
these spheres, and they do not appear to be associated with the
odontoblasts. They are present only at the sites of initial
mineralization in the ground substance near the basal lamina. Their
function appears to be that of epitactic foci· of mineralization
(Eisenmann & Glick, 1972).
Once crystal formation has been initiated, hydroxyapatite crystals
can be seen forming around, on and in the collagen fibrils (Takuma,
1960a; Johansen & Parks, 1962; Eisenmann & Glick, 1972). Deposition
sequence, with the crystal's
continues in an incremental and orderly
.
.
long axis being oriented in the direction of the collagen fiber, and in
rows conforming to the 64 nanometer periodicity of collagen
(Johansen & Parks, 1962). As mineralization progresses,
"calcospherites" become visible under light microscopy (Quigley,
Starrs & Zwarych, 1965). As these ~·spherulite" forms enlarge, they
normally coalesce into homogeneous mature dentin (Eisenmann &
Glick, 1972; Avery, 1986). The: peripheral region, which is
mineralized earliest, is known as "mantle dentin."
!

Where coalescence fails to occur, "interglobular dentin" is produced.
This dentin is characterized by' spherical areas of normally
mineralized dentin, surrounded by hypomineralized areas. This
region is found just pulpalward from the mantle dentin (Avery,
1986). Scanning electron microscopy has demonstrated that the

··
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dentinal tubules continue unmineralized through the interglobular
dentin (Blake, 1958; Johansen & Parks, 1962).
Matrix formation and accumulation are hypothesized to be the force
inducing odontoblastic movement toward the tooth's center.
Odontoblasts moving into a progressively
more crowded environment
,
create the sigmoid primary curvatu;re of the dentinal tubules. The
yawing secondary curvature of the tubules is thought to qccur as the
odontoblast bends and buckles on its inward course (Osbom, 1967).
'

Once mineralized, dentin begins to mature. The crystals grow larger
(Johansen & Parks, 1962), and the peritubular dentin thickens
(Bradford, 1958). The actual time of completion of dentin formation is
not clear (Mjor, 1973). Age changes, and other histological and
physiological changes, will be discussed later in the literature
review.
Excellent reviews of dentinogenesis and mineralization are
presented by Orban (1929), Frank and Nalbandian (1963) and
Bevelander and Nakahara (196€!).
c. Composition of Dentin

G. V. Black reported his efforts (Black, 1895) to determine the
components of teeth in 1895. He was one of -the first American
investigators to do so.
The general chemical composition of' dentin resembles bone Cf;.very,
1986). There are three major constituents. In addition to water, there
are organic and inorganic compon~nts in dentin. Figure VII. A. 1
shows these components expresse~ as percentages of volume and
weight. The differences are explained by density of dentin, 'Yhich is
about 2.14 gm per cubic centimeter, as determined by gravimetric

)

.
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methods (Manley & Hodge, 1939). Because the density of the organic
matter is 1.9, and the inorganic matter is 2.9, the proportion of the
organic material by volume is greater :fuan by weight (Linde, 1984).
i

The moisture content of dentin is variable (Burnett & Zenewitz, 1958;
Jenkins, 1978a). That variability arises from (1) the extent pf
dehydration of the tooth after its' removal from the int~aoral
environment, (Burnett & Zenewitz, 1958) (2) analytical method (moist,
dried or ashed) (Jenkins, 1978a) (3) the location of the dentin
(peripheral or pulpal) and (4) the fact that dentinal water OCC1.1I'S in
two forms. One form of water is loosely bound, probably to the organic
tightly bound, probably to the
constituents, and the other is more
hydration shell of the apatite crystals (Komrska, 19'72). The latter is
known as the "water of crystallization" (Burnett & Zenewitz, 1958).
Some moisture is present within the dental tubules, as either free
water (dentinal fluid) or as a portion of the odontoblastic cytoplasm.
This is "structural water" (Burnett & Zenewitz, 1958). All moisture
except the structural water is known as "bound water" (Jenkins,
1978a). Associated with loosely bound water is the organic matrix of
dentin.
''
~-

The composition of the complex organic matrix is individually and
analytically variable (Eastoe, 1963; Jenkins, 1978a). Tomes (1895),
determined the organic constituent of dentin to be 19.6% by weight.
Since then, different investigators using various techniques have
arrived at differing proportions of organic matter (Stack, 1953a; Mjor,
1972). The consensus is approximately 23 - 24% by volume. The
determination is made using either (1) dry ashing at high
temperatures, or (2) wet ashing, where the organic matrix is
dissolved with alkaline potassium hydroxide - ethylene glycol, or
ethylenediamine (Jenkins, 1978a). (Caution must be used, when
interpreting the analytical results because alterations in moisture
and carbonate levels are possible as a consequence of the extraction
methods) (Jenkins, 1978a).

10

Figure VII. A. 2, after Eastoe (1963), shows the ami~o acid
composition of the dentinal organic matrix. Asterisks identify,two thirds of the amino acid components of collagen.
Approximately 92% of the organic matrix is collagen, or 20% of the
total weight of the tooth (Eastoe, 1969; Jenkins, 1978a). Collagen-'
makes up approximately one - third: of the total body protein. The
collagen molecule is a three - stranded, cross - linked heFcal
polymer. Its repeating monomeric unit is composed of 33% glycine,
another third is composed of a combination of alanine (12%), proline
(12%) and hydroxyproline (9%), and the remaining third is composed
of 14 other amino acids (Jenkins, 1978a). Hydroxyproline is unique to
collagen and, estimation of it's content can be an accurate indicator
of the dentin collagen fraction (Levine; 1974).
;

Some species differences are noted in hydroxylysine content.
Different tissues within the same species are noted to have slightly
differing hydroxylysine content (Jenkins, 1978a). The majority of
dentin collagen is type I; type III and fibronectin are absent
(Bergenholtz et al., 1985). Dentin collagen may be more cro!!S - linked
than other body collagen (Eastoe, 1969).
Once formed, dentinal collagen seems to be quite stable; there being a
very little metabolic turnover. However,
the glycosaminogylcans
.
.
(GAGs), which .bind the long macromolecules
together,
do
have
.
.a
rapid turn - over; cartilaginous chondroitin sulfate has a half - life of
approxim~tel! 1~ days, while the c~ho~dr~itin sulfate in the s!on has
only a seven day half life. Non - mineralized collagen, such: ,as the
periodontal ligament, turns. over rapidly (Jenkins, 1978a). The GAG
turnover in dentin has not been studied.
CalC1Jlated on the nitrogen content of dentin dried at 100 C, collagen
coniprises.. only 18% of the dry w.eightof deri.tin (Jenkins, l978a). (See
Table VII. B.L). Levine (1971), using hydroxyproline as an indicator ·
of collagen content, determined that on a volumetric basis, the

11

concentration of collagen increases toward the DEJ of noncarious
coronal dentin. The greatest concentration was found at the outer one
- third of the dentin. That concentration corresponds to the region of
mantle dentin, the presence of von Korffs fibers (Levine, 1974) and
coincides with a decrease in mineralization near the DEJ noted by
other investigators (Mjor, 1972; Mjor, 1973).
After digestion of the organic matrix by collagenases, other minor
organic· components can be identified in dentin. They compose som~
9% of the dentin matrix by dry weight (The contents of the dentin
tubules may be included in this estimate.) (Jenkins, 1978a; Butler:,
1987). Citrate amounts to about 0.9% but it's function is not yet
understood (Leaver, 1969). Lipids are also present in small
quantities, 0.33% (Dirksen, 1963). They appear to be located in two
compartments; approximately two - thirds is easily solubilized,
suggesting association with the organic phase, and the remainder. is
released only after demineralization, suggesting an association with
the inorganic phase (Jenkins, 1978a; Odutuga & Prout, 1974).
Although the precise function of lipids has not been identified, the
evidence suggests a role in mineralization (Allred, 1968; Odutuga & ,
Prout, 1974).
, -).
The greatest portion of the dentin, by volume or weight is the
inorganic fraction. Dentin is only 40 - 50% as mineralized as. enamel
(Nakabayashi, 1985; Avery, 1986). The mineral content can be
subdivided into two groupings based on their concentrations: (1) the
majority of the minerals are found as several forms of cal.cium
phosphate and (2) trace minerals, which may or may not be related to
the calcium phosphates (Takuma, 1960a). Variability in mineral
composition may be due in part to anatomic location within the tooth,
type tooth, age or diet during development (Jenkins, 1978a).
The most frequently occurring mineral is a calcium ·phosphate
known as apatite, whose general formula is Ca1o(P04)G(X)2 (Jenkins,
1978a). When an OH group is substituted for the X in the molecule,
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the compound is known as hydroxykpatite (HA), a minerhl found in
'
wide distribution in all hard biologic ,tissues
(Elliott, 1973).
When many thousand individual 'apatite molec).l.les joiri to form,
biologic crystalline hydroxyapatite, the basic repeating entity' is· called
a "unit cell" (Mjor, 1973). The syrnnietrical apatite unit cell' structure
has been defined by x-ray diffracti~n, nuclear magnetic resonance,
infrared spectra and neutron diffraction (Jenkins, 1978a): The· H;A
crystals are plate shaped a~d.' smaller than their enamel
counterparts (Avery, 1986).
'

.

Not all dentin apatites may be crystallized; some may be present as
amorphous calcium phosphates .. These compounds may form a
range of structures, not discernibie by present x-ray diffraction
technology (Elliott, 1973).
The ratio of calcium to phosphate is not fixed in biologic apatites, and
substitutions are possible which change the ratio (Elliott, 1973). The
optimal ratio of synthetic apatite is 2.15, while hydroXYapatite is 1:67.
The ratio in dentin is approximately 2.0 (Jenkins, 1978a). A common
calcium phosphate compound, . octacalcium phosphate, is a .
crystalline species whose Ca:P ratio is 1.33 (Jenkins, 1978a; Elliott,.
1973). Miles (1967) presents a review of various ratio Ca:P
compounds.
The distribution of trace minerals throughout the dentin is not
uniform. Concentration of trace elements may be due to exposure to
body fluids. During development (producing a uniform distribution
throughout) or over prolonged exposure to higher - than normal 'concentrations, enriching the s11rfaces in contact with the element.
Dissolution may remove some elements, reducing. the surface levels
below the interior concentrations (Jenkins, 1978a). The concentration·
0.03 to 0.75%
dry weight
of the individual trace minerals ranges from
'
.
(S1iremark & Sanisahl,, 1962;
'
. . Retief
. et al., 1971). The
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biological significance of the trace elements, other than fluonde,.
remains speculative.
In summary, the composition of dentin is heterogeneous within a
'
given tooth (Elliott, 1973), and hi~hly
individually variable (Stack,
1953b). Factors influencing the lack of homogeneity are: distance
from the pulp, type of dentin and organic composition. Ari.y statement
about the composition of dentin must be considered very generai and
representative of a range of values ..'

d Morphology .of dentin
Several species differences in dentin morphology ·have ·been
identified. Mammalians are said to have "orthodentin," which is
characterized by parallel tubules (Miles, 1967; Linde, 1984).
There are three structural units of dentin; they are the dentin tubule,
the peritubular dentin (PTD) and the intertubular dentin (Avery,
1986). Much of the preceding general discussion regarding dentin
composition applies to intertubular dentin (lTD), which accounts for
the greatest proportion of dentin.· Additional information about the
other structural units will be presented later in the section. It should
be pointed out there are many subtleties about the structure of dentin
that are not known, or about which there is little agreement between
investigators.
The dentin tubule can be described as a lumen (surrounded· by
peritubular dentin) which may or'may not be occupied .. The tubules·
form early in dentinogenesis when the odontoblasts migrate
pulpalward from the basal lamina. Initially, several tubules may
adhere to the membrane (Avery, 1986). They join into one main
' the DEJ, (Avery, 1986) in· the
tubule about 40 micrometers from
mantle dentin.

.

..

; ~.
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In the pre - dentin, the odontoblasts co=unicate with each other
'
with many interconnections (Kennedy, Teuscher & Fosdick, 1953;
Johansen, 1964; Frank, 1966; Seltzer & Bender, 1975). Some
investigators believe these cytoplasmic connections become
incorporated into the forming dentin ~Johansen & Parks, 1962;_Kaye
& Herold, 1966). These intercommunicating channels have been
referred to as microtubules, canaliculi, (Avery, 1986) secondary
tubules (Avery, 1986), auxiliary canals (Kennedy, Teuscher &
Fosdick, 1953) or lateral branch canals (Kaye & Herold, 1966). The
first term will be used throughout thi~ review.
Two orders of microtubule size have been identified and termed order
I and II (Kaye & Herold, 1966). Order I is the odontoblastic process
proper. Order II microtubules are the lateral branches that arise
directly from the main tubule at intervals of 1.0 - 2.0 micrometers,
and have a diameter of 0.25 - 0.50 micrometers. Order III
microtubules are 0.20 micrometers or less in diameter and can arise
directly from the odontoblast or from the Order II microtubules (Kaye
& Herold, 1966). Generally, the Order II microtubules course parallel
to the incremental lines, and may anastomose with one another
(Gwinnett, 1977). The extent of the: Order III microtubules
is not
.
.
'
presently known because of the difficulty in resolution at extremely
high magnification (Kaye & Herold, 1966). The amount of branching
and anastomosing appears to decrease toward the pulp (Thomas,
1985).
')_
The presence of tubules in the dentin is so ubiquitous, that
consideration must be given to their density and volume.
Individually, each tubule has a· diameter which is variable
throughout its length. Previous light microscopy size determinations
inadvertently enlarged the tubule through the decalcification
process. Garberoglio & Brannstr1im' (1976) described tubule sizes
determined by freeze fracturing and scanning electron microscopy.
They determined the peripheral end of the tubule to be approximately
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0.9 micrometers in diameter, while the pulpal terminus was
approximately 2.3 micrometers (Garberoglio & Brannstr61p, 1976).
Near the periphery, the density of tubules was calculated to be about
i
'
20,000 per square millimeter, in middle dentin, the density Ylas , .
29,500/sq =• and near the pulp chaiDber, the density was 45,000/sq
=· The number of tubules is four to five times greater close to the
pulp than at the DEJ due to the corivergence of the tubules
as they .
.
approach the pulp chamber.

.

~

.

Assuming Garberoglio & Brannstrom's (1976) dimensions are
correct, then the total surface area occupied by the tubules may_ be a
factor in bonding. At the periphery, the tubule lumina occupy only
1.28% of the surface area, where as riear the pulp, they occupy 22% of
the surface - a 21% decrease in dentin surface area available for
bonding (but possibly a 15 - 42 fold increase in wetness, assu~g
wetness is proportional to luminal area). Similar large changes
occur in the surface area of the peri tubular and intertubular dentin
when comparisons are made to the peripheral and pulpal dentin
(Pashley, 1984).
....,
.'

Briinnstrom calculated the total volume of the tubules to be 10 per
cent of the dentin (1969). (In later articles, he twice cited an
investigation which calculated the tubule volume to be 21 %.)
(Briinnstrom & Garberoglio, 1972; Symons, 1968) Tubule_ water was
thought to account for 25% of the dentin m'oisture content.
' .
(Briinnstrom & Garberoglio, 1972; Symons, 1968). Since_ the tubule
has a smaller diameter peripherally, the tubule volume near the DEJ
has been calculated to be about 4%, and 28% near the pulp, where the
tubules are larger and closer together (Garberoglio & Briinnstrom,
1976).
. ),
There is little agreement regarding: the next three characteristics of
the tubule: the contents, the presence or absence of a membranous
lining, and the lack of or presence and size of a "peritubular space."
Their significance to bonding is unknown at present.
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The tubules have been variously reported to contain the odontoblastic
process through the full width of the dentin, (Mjor, 1973; Avery, 1986)
or no odontoblastic extension at all (Martens, Bradford & Frank,
1959). Brannstrom (1972), using freeze fracture and sc~ing
microscopy, reported the average cytriplasmic extension to be 0.4 mm
into the tubule, with none exceeding 0.7 mm. This has been
confirmed by Weber and Zaki (1986). As seen at various levels of,
tangential section, the tubule has been reported to contain cytoplasm,
(Martens, Bradford & Frank, 1959) tubular structures (Thomas.&
·Carella, 1984) vacuoles, (Scott, 1955)' solid substances, (Frank, 1966)
inorganic material, (Harcourt, 1964; Johansen, 1964) calcospheres,
(Brannstrom & Garberoglio, 1972) and fine collagen fibrils (Scott,
1955). The presence (Briinnstrom & Garberoglio, 1972) and absence
(Frank, 1966) of nerve fibers has been reported. The variation in
tubule contents may be a result of age, reactive alteration or
technique of specimen preparation.
Another unresolved question is the presence or absence of a
membrane lining within the tubule, and if present, what it
represents. The membrane is known as "Neumann's. sheath"
(Kennedy, Teuscher & Fosdick, 1953; Takuma & Eda, 1961) or t~e
"lamina limitans." (Thomas, 1984; Thomas, 1985; Weber & Zaki,
1986). Both its presence and absence have been demonstrated in the
same study (Kennedy, Teuscher & Fosdick, 1953). It is suggested that .
the lining may be either the plasma membrane of the odontoblastic
process, (Johansen & Parks, 1962) or a basement- membrane -like
structure lining peritubular dentin (Martens, Bradford & Frank,
1959; Weber & Zaki, 1986). Briinnstrom & Garberoglio (1972), using
freeze fracture and SEM, viewed the tubules along their outward
course from a pulp horn. They concluded that a second, amorphous
membrane was present at the apical end of the process only.
Collagen fibers were found there also, oriented in a radial paHern.
The odontoblastic process extended on average 0.4 mm into the
tubule. Beyond ·0.4 mm from the pulp, no lining or plasma ,

.'

"
'
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membrane was seen. Histologically, tubulin, an intracellular protein
of microtubules, has been demonst~ated by immunofluorescence to
exist throughout the length of the tub~e (Thomas, 1985; Avery, 1986),
.

j

The presence of an extracellular membrane has been demon~trated
on scanning microscopic examination after demineralization and
collagenase digestion (Thomas, 19S4). The membrane was later
dissolved with hyaluronidase, suggesting a high glycosaminoglycan
(GAG) content and an extra - odontoblastic origin, The presence or
absence of odontoblastic extension may have to be included in
explanations of hypersensitivity and 'permeability.
Another controversial structural feature is the presence or absence of
a space between the odontoblast and the tubule wall. If such a space
is present, its contents have not been identified. The potential space
has been identified as the "periodontoblastic space" (Frank, 1966) or
the "periprocesseal area," (Brannstrom & Garberoglio, 1972) or the
"peritubular matrix space." (Thomas, 1985). Scott (1955) feels the
space is a preparation artifact. Other investigators (Brannstrom &
Garberoglio, 1972) felt the tubule was completely filled by the ceU
process in the pre - dentin area, but no further. Others visualize very
fine collagen fibers occupying the space, usually oriented in a
circumferential pattern, coursing between the membrane - like
lining and the dentin (Kennedy, Teuscher & Fosdick, 1953;, Scott,
1955; Brannstrom & _Garb~:roglio, 1972). The implications of this
space a;re important; :first, it may se~e 'as one route of permeation of
the dentinal fluid, (Mjor, 1985; Jenkfus, 1978b) and second; it may be
significant in the elaboration of the peritubular dentin matrix
- (Frank, 1966).
'}.
'

'

. -

-

'

. Hypermineralized peritubular dentin (PTD) surrounds the. tubular
structur~s in tl1e !fentin: It is. seen beginning about 60 - 100
micrometers from the pre -- dentin area thro.ughout the length of the

.

~!

'
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tubule to the DEJ, (Mjor, 1966) except in interglobular dentin
(Symons, 1961). Its thickness can be variable, averaging about 1
micron in middle dentin (Takuma & Eda, 1961; Symons, 1961; Miles,
1967). The peritubular dentin is more obvious in coronal dentin than
in radicular dentin (Takuma & Eda, 1961). Peritubular dentin has
been referred to as "afibrous dentin," (Miles, 1967) "secondary
dentin," (Martens, Bradford & Frank,' 1959) tertiary (Kuttler, 1959) or
"translucent" dentin (Blake, 1958; Harcourt, 1964).
There is little agreement regarding the origin of the peritubular
dentin; some investigators feel it is developmental, (Takuma & Eda,
1961; Frank & Nalbandian, 196~; Mjor, 1972) and others feel it is
acquired (Bradford, 1958; Harcourt, 1964). At least one investigator
suggests it is a reaction product (Harcourt, 1964) ~nd another believes
it to be a tubUlar content (Thomas, 1985). The consensus at present
considers the origin of peri tubular dentin to be a continuum (Miller.
Eick & Neiders, 1971). Initially, it is isomineralized intertubular
dentin which becomes hypercalcified by deposition and.improvement
of the individual HA crystals (Takuma, 1960a).
Another unresolved question is whether a matrix is necessary for the
mineralization of peritubular dentin (Blake, 1958). Histochemical
staining demonstrates the presence of a substance which is different
from the intertubular matrix ('fakuma & Eda, 1961). Acid
mucopolysaccharides have been demonstrated to be present (Symons,
1961) and thought to participate in ID.ineralization (Mjor, 1972). Some
investigators have discovered the presence of collagen in PTD,
(Takuma, 1960b; Johansen & Parks, 1962) but it is less prevalent than
the surrounding intertubular dentin (Martens, Bradford· & Frank,
1959). The fibers are finer, and arranged circumferentially about the
tubule (Takuma & Eda, 1961). If a'matrix is present, it may never
mature, thus permitting continued mineralization into the lumen
(Mjor, 1972).
).
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While mature peritubular dentin is regarded to be hypermineralized,
(Mjor, 1972; Mjor, 1985) there is variation in mineral density. Several
zones are noted in transverse sections when different examination
techniques are used (Blake, 1958; rakuma, 1960a; Takuma, 1960b;
Symons, 1961; Mjor, 1972; Jenkins, l978b). Longitudinally, variations
in PTD calcification are also noted (Bradford, 1958; Takuma & Eda,
1961; Miller Eick & Neiders, 1971; Mjor, 1972). Peritubular dentin is
not seen in interglobular dentin (Mjor, 1985). The individual crystals
are difficult to resolve on SEM because of their small size and
apparent random organization (Takuma & Eda, 1961). The
peritubular dentin is acid labile (Gwinnett, 1977) but stable to protein
solvents (Takuma, 1960b). This may have clinical implications.
e. Age and Reactive Alterations of Dentin
Implicit in the conceptualization of dentin as a vital tissue is the
factor of change. All living tissues change with age and
environment, and dentin is no exception. There is no clear - cut time
period, definition or demarcation to separate "maturation" from "age
related" change in dentin (Mjor, 1973). Difficulty also arises when the
distinction between age and environmental effects becomes
necessary. Alterations are both morphologic and physiologic. The
discussion here will be confined to alterations in the already formed
dentin (i.e. "primary dentin"), ~ather than pulpally mediated
changes, such as reparative dentin formation (i.e. "secondary
dentin).
·1
Changes in the intertubular dentin have received little attention
(Mjor, 1973). Maturation of the dentin is usually accomplished pre eruptively, and is evidenced by ·an increase in HA crystal size
(Johansen & Parks, 1962). Maturing dentin has shown a greater
propensity for ion uptake than th~ fully matured dentin (Martens,
Bradford & Frank, 1959).

The reaction of peritubular dentin an,d the tubules to caries has been
studied more thoroughly (See Marten~, Bradford & Frank, 1959, for a
review.) Peritubular dentin is lost; presumably by acid etching,
during bacterial invasion into dentin during the decay prpcess
(Adrians, Ciaeys & De Boever, 1987). "Dead tracts" are empty tubules
found under carious lesions. They a~e best seen in ground sections
(Avery, 1986). Sclerotic tubules can be found under carious lesions as
well as in non- carious segments (Mjor, 1973). Stanley et al., (1983)
has studied reactive alterations extensively and has found age and
sex patterns in the formation of dead tracts and sclerotic dentin.
Age changes to the peritubular dentin and tubule can be se~n in both
organic and inorganic components (Mjor, 1973). The tubule contents
have been described as empty, solid or annular (Tsatsas & Frank,
1972). Bradford (1958) advanced the ~oncept that aging in the tubule peritubular region could occur in stages, and noted that the
peritubular dentin could proliferate into the lumen, and the lumen
could become obliterated by calcification of its contents. The annular
description was applied to fibrillar organic material occupying the
aging lumen (Tsatsas & Frank, 1972) and possibly playing a _role in
mineralization.
It is generally accepted that gradual, uniform thickening of the
peritubular dentin (at the expense ~f the lumen) is a sequel to age.
Uneven, erratic deposition of PTD is considered to be a pathologic
reactive change· (Stanley et al., 1983;· Mjor, 1985). Age related
thickening begins at the distal end of the tubule (Takuma & Eda,
1961; Jenkins, 1978b) and has been visualized in transverse se~tion as
minute calcospheres along the wall of the tubule (Brannstrom &
Garberoglio, 1972). Therefore, mineralization associated with ~ge
may be separate and distinct from the PTD (Thomas, 1985).
'

Collagen fibers and apatite crystals 'can be seen in sclerotic dentinal
.
tubules (Tsatsas & Frank, 1972). The sclerosis can be so extensive as

1•
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to alter the refractive properties of ~he tooth (Walton, Outhwaite &
Pashley, 1976). This is especially visible in the apical region, where
the degree of sclerosis has been used as one criterion of forensic. age
determination (Gustafson, 1950). The question why some tubules
sclerose, while adjacent ones do not, :remains unanswered.
The mechanism of mineral transport to the tubule and peri tubular
dentin has not been determined. Circulation of "dental lymph" (Fish,
1927; Bodecker & Applebaum, 1931; Haljamae & Rockert, 1970) was
previously thought to bring the minerals to the site (Johansen ,&
Parks, 1962; Jenkins, 1978b). The evidence no longer supports that ,
interpretation; dentinal circulation has not been proven (Bawden,
1985).
Morphologic alteration of dentin has physiologic consequences. Th.e
most obvious change is a decrease in dentin permeability. An
interesting comparison of "older" erupted and unerupted teeth was
made by Fosdick, Blackwell & Wachtl, (1959) who determined ~hat
permeability changes were the result of exposure to the oral .
environment. Unerupted older teeth had approximately the same
permeability as a younger unerupted third molar (Fosdick, Blackwell
& Wachtl, 1959).
).
£ Physical Properties of Dentin
The physical properties of dentin as they relate to bonding are
important to the review of dentin as bonding substrate.

a

Dentin is yellowish to yellow -brown. in color (Scott & Symons, 1974).
It is readily stained if (1) the tubule's are open to the oral fluids, (2)
certain products are ingested during dentin formation (tetracyclipe)
or (3) there was an Rh incompatibility between mother an~ fetus
(Shafer Hine & Levy, 1983).
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In the following discussion, it must be borne in mind that the
structure of any tooth is not homogeneous, therefore there may be
wide variations in reported values for different segments (Phillips,
1983). Because of the wide individual variation in biochemical
composition, the variation in the pooled results is high (Lehman,.
1967). Additionally, morphologic alterations, regardless of cause, can
alter physical properties (Miles, 1967).
The generally accepted value for compressive strength is 262.01 MPa
(38,000 PSI) (Avery, 1986). Compressive strength is the amount of
stress necessary to cause fracture (Instron, 1986).
Interestingly, the tensile strength.of dentin has been determined to be
only one sixth to one seventh of its compressive strength.. Similar
fractions apply to dentin tensile strength compared to cortical bone
(Lehman, 1967). The tensile strength is the maximum force which
can be applied in a pulling direction without material fracture
(Instron, 1986). Reported values for dentin tensile strength are 51.71
MPa (7500 PSI) (Bowen & Rodriguez, 1962) to 53.23 MPa (7720 PSI)
(Lehman, 1967). Recently, several authors reported that dentin fails
in tensile testing of some bonding systems, at about 18 .-. 25 MPa
(Pashley, personal communication). The tensile strength of vital
collagen has been reported to be 0.690 MPa (690 kPa) (Hollinger &
)
Moore, 1979).
Bowen and Cobb, (1983) noticed when dentin tensile bond strengths
were greater than 13.93 MPa (2020 PSI), dentin fragments were
found contained on the bonding material. Others have reported
(Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief, 1989) cohesive failures of dentin at
8.85 MPa. This suggests an approximate range for dentin's cohesive
strength.
, ', .
The hardness of dentin is the resistance to penetration, and one
method of testing this quality is the Knoop indention test. Dentin has

··,
. ·,

an average ...KHN (Knoop Hardness Number) ~f 68, but lesser in the ·
pre - dentin and mantle dentin areas. 'Scl~roti~ dentin ~verages 80
KHN, while carious dentin is only ~5 KHN (For comparison, enamel
is reported to have a KHN of 343) (Avery, 1987). The density of the
'
'
tubules determines the hardness (Pashley, Okabe &·Parham, 1985).
. There· is can inverse ratio of increasing hardness to. reduced tubule ·
numbers.
.,
./

!

'

'

.

Fracture toughness is another unit of measurement that applies to
dentin. It measures the resistance of the test material to the forces of
fracture (el Mowafy & Watts, 1986). The reported value of 1.58 MPa
(3.08 MN/m -1.5) was measured perpendicular to the tubules. This
value is about half that obtained, 'for cortical bone and twice that of
several restorative materials (el Mowafy & Watts, 1986).
Craig (1985) and Braden (197.6) provide an excellent, in - depth
.reviews of these and other physical properties of dentin.

g. Summary of:Dentin
The morphologic, biochemical and physical properties of dentin have
been presented in this section. In the next section, the
interrelationships with physiological properties will be reviewed.

:
.l
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3. Dentinal Fluid and its Pressure
The most important and interesting morphologic and physiologi'c
feature of dentin is the tubule system. It has been eluded to that the
tubules are fluid filled. It is appropriate to now discuss the functions,
source, composition and pressure of the fluid tubule contents.
'

'i

Tubular fluid has many functions. During the formative stages of the
dentin, it is presumed to transport the organic components for the
matrix formation and minerals for·the active mineralization process
(Nagi & Frank, 1974). Calcium and metabolite transport may
continue throughout life, but a slower rate (Bodecker & Applebaum,
1931; Nagi & Frank, 1974; Seltzer & Bender, 1975). The presence of
some mineral and organic substances may provide the dentin fluid
with a buffering capacity against toxic substances (Meryon, 1984).
Fluid movement through the tubule may act in the generation of pain
according to the hydrodynamic theory (Linden & Brannstrom, 1973;
Brannstrom & Astrom, 197 4). Outward movement of the fluid,
(Olgart, Brannstrom & Johnson, 1974) and antibodies contained
within it, (Pashley, Nelson & Kepler, 1982) may act to resist the
invasion of bacteria into the tubules. The tubular fluid may act as a
reservoir for aqueous solutes of medications or toxins (in Symons,
1968; Linden & Brannstrom, 1973).
There are several probable sources of dentin tubular flUid. Some
investigators feel the evidence favors an extracellular transudate or
filtrate from the subodontoblastic capillaries (Haljamae & Rockert,
1970; Brannstrom & Astrom, 1974; Tanaka, 1980; Thomas, 1985).
Others believe that the fluid is a combination of extracellular and
intracellular constituents, possibly as much as 20% of the latter
(Haljamae & Rockert, 1970). Their contention is the odontoblasts
function as secretory cells to maintain electrochemical gradients.
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The route of the fluid from the pulp to the tubules has been studied
using the scanning electron ;microscope and radiotracers.
'
Fenestrations have been shown to exist in the subodontoblastic
I
capillary network, and micropino~ytosis is hypothesized to occur
from the capillaries (Tanaka, 1980). J chanson (in :Miles, 1967) has
shown with TEM that "peri - odontoblastic spaces" exi-st between
adjacent odontohlasts. Tanaka, (1980) using lanthanum as a tracer,
showed fluid movement between the' odontoblasts and concluded that
no functional "tight junctions", appear to exist as barriers.
Extracellular fluid is then free to enter the periodontoblastic process
space and then the tubule. Nag{ and Frank (1974) using 45Ca,
supplied some evidence that intracellular pathways may exist. They
suggest the Golgi apparatus actively produces elongated, electron dense vesicles, which are discharged by pinocytosis from the
odontoblastic process. They also suggest simple filtration of calcium
through the cytoplasm may be occ,urring. The lanthanum tracer did
not enter the dentin, but 45Ca was detected within the dentin six
hours later (Nagi & Frank, 1974; Tanaka, 1980).
To analyze the composition of dentinal fluid, several methods of
collection have been devised. Colle<,:tion in a micropipette from cut or
fractured surfaces, (Haljamae & Rockert, 1970) expulsion by heating, (Symons, 1968) elution, (Coffey, Ingram & Bjorndal, 1970) and
centrifugation have all been used. Analysis has been performed by
microprobe (Coffey, Ingram & Bjorndal, 1970) or flame photometry
(Haljamae & Rockert, 1970). Contamination of the small (nanoliter)
samples with cytoplasmic contents from cut or ruptured odontoblasts
has been a concern (Coffey, Ingr~ & Bjorndal, 1970).
Dentinal fluid has been reported to be similar in composition to
extracellular fluid, except with a 20% reduction in protein content
'
(Pashley, 1986). The free amino acids of dentinal fluid have been
reported to be different from other body fluids (Haljamae & Rockert,
1970). The fluid obtained by centrifugation has been reported to
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coagulate upon exposure to heat ~nd air (Symons, 1968; Coffey,
Ingram & Bjorndal, 1970). Other investigators have likened dentinal
fluid to cerebrospinal (Berggren & Briinnstrom) or synovial fluid
(Symons, 1968). The calcium and phosphate ions are speculated to be
in equilibrium with the surrounding hydroxyapatite, and ionic
transfer occurs freely (Greenhill & Pashley, 1981; Phillips, 1987).
i
Other investigators (Haljamae & Rockert, 1970) have reported lower
sodium and higher potassium levels than blood or subcutaneous
fluid. The variability of results is not surprising given the methods of
collection and small sample sizes.
Pulpal tissue pressures have been reported between 5.5 - 30 mm Hg
higher than atmospheric pressure by several investigators (Brown &
Beveridge, 1966; Symons, 1968; .van Hassel, 1971; Tonder &
Kvinnsland, 1983; Heyeraas, 1985; Avery, 1986). It may be higher (up
to 40 mm Hg) in areas of inflammation (van Hassel, 1971). Intra pulpal pressures have been found to be pulsatile, in phase with and of
similar shape as the systemic arterial pulse, except about 40% lower
(Brown & Beveridge, 1966) and at higher velocities than in other
similar structures (Scheinin, 1963). Capillary and venule pressures
in the pulp have been found to be s~ghtly higher than in other body
parts (Brown, 1968; Brown et al., .1969). The osmotic pressure of
plasma proteins in dentinal fluid has been reported to average 10 mm
Hg (Brown et al., 1969). A timely revi~w of microvascular pressures
and pulp tissue pressure is presented by Heyeraas (i985).
The dentinal- pulpal system is in a' state of near equilibrium. While
the tooth is intact, little or no dentinal fluid movement takes place
(Fluid movement through enamel,. while low, has been shown to
occur by several investigators (Darling et al., 1961; Moreno &
Zahradnik, 1973; Linden, 1968). In the next section, the movement of
fluids and solutes through the dentin will be reviewed.

4. Dentin Permeability

Permeability is defined as the mov.ement of solutes or solvents
through a semipermeable membrane driven by a hydrostat~c or
osmotic pressure gradient (Reeder et
1978). The presence of the
tubules makes dentin a semipermeable membrane, although a poor
one. The characteristics of the tubules have been previously
described; this section will review the physiology of fluid movement
within the tubules. Interestingly, there would be no dentin
permeability if it were not for the :presence of dentinal tubules
(Thomas, 1985). Intertubular dentin is thought to impermeable, but
confirming that assumption is not feasible.

:az.,

There are two mechanisms by which solute movement through
tubules can occur. One is bulk fluid movement, known as filtration,
and the other is diffusion. Both mechanisms are driven by external
energy sources.
Diffusion is the physical process by which solutes travel through
tubular fluid by moving down a concentration gradient (This
assumes absence of bulk fluid movement.) The driving force is the
chemical concentration, usually expressed in Moles per unit volume.
As in most diffusional situations, this is a slow process.
Filtration, or bulk fluid movement, can be more rapid (Merchant,
Livingston & Pashley, 1977). The driving energy for bulk fluid
movement is either osmotic or hydrostatic pressure.
The significant difference between th~ two mechanisms is the ac,tion
of energy over distance. In diffusion, 'the energy is dissipated as the
.
solute becomes less concentrated as_ it moves through the tubular
fluid. Although hydrostatic pressure is dissipated across dentin
during filtration, the chemical concentration
of the tubule contents
'
.
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remains constant throughout the length of the tubule (Merchant,
Livingston & Pashley, 1977). Applic~tion of increased hydrostatic
pressure produces a linear increase in .flow (Reeder et al., 1978).
Early investigations of permeability were observational while )."ecent
investigations have focused on quantifying of the rate of flow. Unit;; of
measurement become necessary to describe those findings ..
Hydraulic conductance is the ease with which fluid moves ,across a
pressure gradient. That gradient can be osmotic or hydrostatic ..
Conductance is abbreviated "Lp" and it can be thought of as the
inverse of resistance (Reeder et al., 1978).
Diffusion has two descriptive measurements. The "permeability
coefficient" is the measure of ease of movement of a solute down its
concentration gradient. The "reflection coefficient" is the ability of the
dentin (acting as a semipermeable membrane) to discriminate
between water and the diffusing solutes. The reflection coefficient
can be conveniently be thought of as a ratio of actual permeation
compared to the theoretical permeation value (Horiuchi & Ma~thews,
1973; Pashley & Whitford, 1980).
The anatomic factors controlling diffusion are: the dentin surface
area (which depends on the density of the tubules and their
diameters), dentin thickness, and proximity to the pulp (which,
reflects tubule densities and diameters) The solute characteristics
controlling diffusion are its molecular size, charge, concentration
'
and solubility of the substance in either water or lipid (Pashley &
Livingston, 1978).
The important factors for each mech.anism have been expressed. as
mathematical relationships. These relationships have been derived
from other physical science investigations and applied to dentin
tubules.
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The Fick equation describes the rate of diffusion and is expressed as: ,
ilc

J

Where:

J
D

A
l!..c
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=
=
=
=
=

= DA

solute flux, or rate of movement
diffusion coefficient
dentin diffusional area
change in concentration
the diffusional distance.

l!..c
The expression __ is the concentration gradient. This is not a
tlx

stable factor. The pulpal blood flow is capable of removing the solute
as it reaches the pulpal terminus of the tubule (Avery, 1986). The
concentration gradient then becomes-the balance between-the rate of
solute permeation and solute removal by the pulpal circulation
(Pashley, 1979). Because the distance factor is in the denominator,
the concentration gradient is inversely proportional to the dentin
thickness (Avery, 1986). Molecular size appears to be more
significant than charge, e-specially in the presence of a smear, layer,
where large molecular sieving occurs (Pashley & Livingston, 197&;
Pashley, 1979).
\
The important variables controlling flltration are expressed in the
Poiseuille - Hagen equation:

v

=
8x n

'•

Where:

v

= volume flow, us~ally microliters (-1) per min

'It

= 3.1415929, a constant
= difference in" hydrostatic pressure across the
distance, the pressure gradient
= tubule diameter
tubule length
= viscosity of the fluid

M'

r
x
n

=

The viscosity of dentinal fluid is assumed to be the· sanie as
extracellular fluid, and it has jm inverse relationship with
temperature (Brannstrom & Johnson, 1970; Outhwait~, Livingston &
Pashley, 1976; Pashley, Thompson & Stewart, 1983). Temperature
can effect the diameter of the tubule and the rate of flow" changes by
the fourth power of the radius change (Pashley, Thompson &
Stewart, 1983). The fluid movement through the tubules is
nonturbulent, and little or no molecular sieving occurs (Reeder et al.,
1978). The fluid· movement through the tubule is only about 10
(Pashley, 1983) to 40% of .what would be expected based on its
anatomic diameter (Michelich, Pashley & Whitford, 1978).
Two interesting phenomena should be mentioned. Fluid. flow
through tubules can generate a slight electric current, or "streal:ning
potential" (Mumford & Newton, 1969). The current is below what is
necessary to provoke the A - delta pain fibers (Horiuchi & Matthews, .
1973). Externally applied currents, from pulp testing or
iontophoresis, alter ion movement. Bulk fluid movement increases
when an electrical gradient is imposed on an electrolyte, and ion
charge now becomes important (Pashley, L~vingston & Outhwaite,
1978). This may be therapeutically beneficial as a means of
accelerating the penetration of charged medicaments into dentin and
the pulp (Pashley, Livingston & Outhwaite, 1978; Gangarosa et al.,
1978; Gangarosa, 1982).

\
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The resistance to fluid movement can be identified in three regions of
the tubule. The pulpal terminus, (Pashley, Nelson & Williams, 1981)
the lumen of the tubule, (Olgart, Briinnstriim & Johnson, 1974;
.'
Mendis & Darling, 1979; Pashley et al., 1983b; Pashley, Galloway &
Stewart, 1984; Thomas, 1985; Mjiir, 1985) and the surface debris
clogging the intraoral end of the tubule (Pashley Michelich & Kehl,
1981; Pashley, Stewart & Galloway', 1984; Pashley, 1986; Pashley,.
- Kalathoor & Burnham, 1986; Pashley, Leibach & Horner, 1987). The
total resistance is the sum of the individual resistances. The largest
reduction in flow is derived from the occluded peripheral end of the
tubule - about 86% of the· resistance, while the contributions of the
other segments ~re 6% from the lumen, and-7% from the pulpal side
(Pashley, Livingston & Greenhill, 1978). The interrelationship
'
'
between the smear layer and dentin permeability now becomes
clearer.
Variances in dentin permeability are seen in differing anatomic
locations. Areas close to pulp horns are more permeable than more
peripheral or central areas (Andringa, 1987). If a MOD restoration is
prepared, the proximal boxes appear to be more permeable than the
occlusal or distal surfaces (Sturdevant & Pashley, 1989). Coronal
dentin is more permeable than radi~ar dentin (Lehman, 1967). ·
While a centrifugal physiologic pressure gradient is normally
present, (Johansen, Olgart & Briinnstriim, 1973) the potential for·
fluid movement in either direction is possible (Horiuchi &. Matthews,
1973). This concept is the basis of the hydrodynamic theory of dental
sensitivity and pain (Brannstriim & Astriim, 1972). Briinnstriim et al.
' dental procedures, including air
(1974) has found that most operativ,e
drying, cause an expansion of the tubular fluid, resulting in an
outward flow. The outward flow' may be a significant factor in
I
clinical dentin bonding, because ~f the potential for wetting the
surface (Stevenson, 1965; Ruyter, 1987; Andreas, Koth & Bayne, 1988)
Most dentin bonding systems do not bond well to wet dentinal
surfaces.
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The rate of flow movement through dentin has been quantified by
several investigators, in either linear or volumetric units. Movement
through the tubule has been measured at 4 mm per second
(Haljamae & Rockert, 1970;. Brannstrom & Astrom, 1974). The flow
has been calculated to be about 0.6 microliters per square mm
(Johansen, Olgart & Briinnstrom, 1973; Pashley, Nelson & Pashley,
1981). At those reported flow rates, th.~ contents of the tubules could be
changed ten times a day (Johansen, Olgart & Briinnstrom, 1973).
'

Much of the above information was derived from in vitro
experimentation. The in vivo permeability of dog ~eeth to
radioisotopes appears to close to that observed in the in vitro studies
(Pashley et al., 1981; Pashley, Nelson & Pashley, 1981). Interestingly,
dog molars in vivo have been shown to be more permeable than
cuspids (Pashley, Nelson & Pashley, 1981). This is an important fact
for the research hypothesis.
The clinical application of knowledge of dentinal fluid movement is
either to explain dentinal pain or to affect the surface wetness for
bonding, cavity liners or luting. ·It the first concern which is
germane to this paper.
The importance of the smear layer as the major source of tubule
resistance has been identified. The next section will review the smear
layer in greater detail.
5. The smear layer

Prepared tooth surfaces were first studied ih pursuit of improving
'
the retentive mechanisms of amalgam. The original method of
investigation was by topographic measurement
with a profilometer
I
•
and light microscopy (Charbeneau, Peyton & Anthony, 1966). Present
day methods use scanning electron microscopy (Gwinnett, 1984).
There appears to be acceptable ab-eement when comparing both
methods (Farah & Dougherty, 1981).

''
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As the investigation proceeded, the ~resence of an organic film was
suspected (Charbeneau, Peyton & Anthony, 1966). It was n!Jt until
1970 when the use of a scanning electron microscope equipped with a
microprobe confirmed the presence of a la.yer of smeared c~tting
debris (Eick et al., 1970). Dentin smear layers can be characterized.as
a ground "mineralized dentin matrix. which tenaciously adheres to
the dentin surface and is produc~d whenever dentin is cut or
abraded" (Pashley & DePew, 1986). Enamel and cementum also
produce smear layers when they are ~t. Often all. three constituents
..
are found in clinically created smear layers (Cotton, 1984; Tao,
Pashley & Boyd, 1988). Examination of the smear layer surface ~th
scanning electron microscopy obscures the underlying tooth
structure (Hoppenbrouwers, Driessens & Stadhouders, 1974;
Fusayama & Kohne, 1989).

.
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Smear layers are created on the profile of the cut s-urface. The effe_ct
of surface roughness on bond strength appears to be minimal;
several investigators have reported no significant differences in bond
strength due to roughness (Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988; Finger, _1988;
Pashley et al., 1989; Tagami et al., 1989; Mcinnes -LeDoux et_ al.,
1989). One investigator feels that.' the increase in surface. area
attributed to roughness alone is not more than 10% (Finger, 1988).
'

Since dentin itself is not homogeneous, the smear created from it
probably reflects the composition of the underlying dentin _(G~ett,
1984). Under low magnification, (1500 x) the smear layer appears
smooth and amorphous; (Pashley, 1984) under high magnification,
(>18,000 x) it appears globular (Tao, .Pashley & Boyd, 1988) ~d may
have discontinuities (Gwinnett, 1984). Transmission electron
microscopy of the smear layer shows there may be two zones in the
smear layer; a surface layer consisting of degraded collagen and
particulate matter, and an inner· zone consisting of ' denatured
.
collagen only (Eick et al., 1987). Some distortion of the smear, layer
morphology can occur as an artifact of SEM preparation CJ?ippel,_
'

Borggreven & Hoppenbrouwers, 1984).
. Deeper dentin may have. more
protein in the smear layer because ·of the increased tubule density
and the greater probability of amputating odontoblasts, whose protein
contents are subsequently incorporated into the smear layer
(Pashley, 1984). Heat generated during cutting alters dentinal
proteins (Gwinnett, 1984; Causton, 1987). The cutting_ conditions
determine the amount of the deposited debris; dry cutting leaves
greater deposits than wet cutting (Eick, et al., 1970). The cutting edge
characteristics determine the size of the particles; fine grit abrasives
and carbide burs leaving a finer, denser smear layer than course grit
abrasives (Eick, et al., 1970; Pashley et al., 1989; Tao, Pashley & Boyd,
1988). Smear layers created in vitro by sanding are thought to be
comparable to ones created by burs (Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988).
The thickness of the layer is 0.5 to 15 micrometers, depending on
preparation method (Eick, et al., 1970). Clinically, it is usually 1 - 5
micrometers thick (Pashley, 1984). The character of the smear layer
can be changed by burnishing it with secondary instrumentation,
making it less permeable and reducing the amount of loose particles
(Gilboe, et al., 1980). The smear layer is not sensitive to temperature;
its permeability remains constant with temperature c?anges
(Pashley, Thompson & Stewart, 1983).
As the debris is being burnished and smeared across the dentin
surface, some particles are forced into the tubules to become "smear
plugs." In vivo, the plugs are usually 1 - 10 micrometers ii; length
(Eick & Welch, 1986). From the pre~eding section, surface occlusion
of dentinal tubules was responsible for 86% reduction in permeability
(Pashley, Livingston & Greenhill, 1978; Reeder et al., 1978). This
. . is
largely because of the presence of smear plugs (Dippel, Borggreyen &
Hoppenbrouwers, 1984). While the plugs restrict bacterial en~ry into
the tubules, but they do permit permeation of their by - products an~
exotoxins which can cause pulpal inflammation (Olgart,
Brannstrom & Johnson, 1974; Gwinnett, 1984).
\
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The smear layer is not totally indestructible; solubility to oral acids
has been reported (Bowen, 1978). The increased surface area of the
particles makes the smear layer labile to acid dissolution (Pashley,
1984; Pashley & Galloway, 1985). Collagenase producing bacteria are
capable of dissolving the organic constituents of the smear. This may
take 6-11 days (Olgart, Briinnstrom &Johnson, 1974).
The smear layer can contain contan:iination in the form of bacteria, '
(Olgart, Briinnstrom & Johnson, 1974; Gwinnett, 1984) blood ;md
saliva proteins and minerals (Pashley, Stewart & Galloway, 1984;
Gwinnett, 1984). The question of bacterial survival within the smear
layer and the clinical consequence has not been · answered
(Brannstrom, 1984). Contaminants lower the. surface energy of the
smear layer, making it a less active bonding substrate (Gwinnett,
1984). The ability of the bonding agent to wet the surface depends on
the surface energy (Hoppenbrouwers, Driessens & Stadhouders,
1974) and surface roughness (Berggren & Briinnstrom, 1965).
One drawback of the smear layer is its weak in vitro cohesive
strength (Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988). The forces holding the
constituents of the smear layer to each other and to the underlying
dentin are weak. This has caused investigators to advocate removing
the smear layer to expose the underlying dentin to provide a more
stable substrate for bonding. However, removal of the smear layer
does not guarantee the newly exposed surface will be pure denti1,1
(Hoppenbrouwers, Driessens & Stadhouders, 1974). The cohesive
strength of in vivo smear layers has not been tested.
Many agents have been used to expose the underlying dentin. So~e
are more potent than others in removing the smear layer .
(Brannstrom & Johnson, 1974). Many agents are inorganic and
organic acids (Asmussen & Bowen, 1987a; Asmussen & Bowen,
1987b) as well as other compounds (Powis et al., 1982; Berry, v~ der
Lehr & Herrin, 1987). The smear layer is tenacious; attempting to

...
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abrade it off only creates a new layer (Pashley, 1984). Discovering the
ideal agent which will remove only the smear layer and leave the
desirable smear plugs has eluded . researchers (Brannstriim ' &
Johnson, 1974; Brannstriim, 1982).
With respect to bonding, this leaves the clinician several options fo:
managing the smear layer (Pashley, 1984). First, the smear layer can
'
be removed so that bonding can occur directly to the dentin.
Potentially stronger bonds may be possible, but the permeability is
increased 3 - 9 fold (Pashley, 1984), increasing the potential surface
wetness. Second, the smear layer can be left intact, but stabilized for
bonding by infiltrating an agent through it to the underlying dentin.
The advantage is that the protective qualities of the smear layer are
retained, but the liability may be the inability of the agent to penetrate
the smeared debris. A third option is to fix the organic components of
the smear layer and/or the dentin substrate, with glutaraldehyde, for
instance. The last option is to remove the smear layer created during
preparation and replace it with a newly formed precipitate (Pashley,
1984). The first and second methods were used in this experiment,
and possibly the last option too, because recent TEM investigation
(Eick et al., 1989) has shown that Scotchbond 2 may leave a precipitate
on the surface, but the significance' of that deposit to bonding is
unknown at present.
The clinical consequences of smear layer management relates to the ·
functional activities of the smear layer and plugs. The plugs may be
protective because they reduce bacterial invasion (Olgart,
Briinnstriim & Johnson, 1974) and reduce dentin permeability
(Pashley, Leibach & Horner, 1987). From a restorative and dentin
hypersensitivity viewpoint, it is desirable to retain the smear plugs in
situ (Mjiir, 1985; Brannstriim, 1986b). The tubule occlusion by smear
plugs also helps maintain a drier sui-face for bonding (Briinnstriim,
1984).
...'
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Mention of the term bonding has been made throughout this work
and now it is appropriate to review; it in greater detail in the next ·
section.
6. Dentin bonding

The concept of retention of tooth colQred direct filling restorations by
adhesion to enamel was introduced, by Michael Buonocore in 1955.
The following year, he proposed the concept of "bonding to dentin"
'
and suggested a chemical bond was possible (Buonocore, Wileman &
Brudevold, 1956; Buonocore & Quigley, 1958)..
Adhesion is "the state in which two surfaces are held together by
interfacial forces which may consist of primary or secondary
chemical forces or mechanical interlocking forces, or both" (Retief et
al., 1988b). Bond is similarly described at the molecular level as the
"a force holding two neighboring atoms in place, and resisting their
separation" (Stedman, 1976). An adhesive material is capable of
holding two materials together by surface attachment (Smith, 1975).
Etching is the action of a compound on a surface that results in an
altered morphology (Webster, 1988). The etchant (that compound
which changes surface morphology) is often identified as· a
"conditioner" (Retief et al., 1988b). A primer changes the chemical
properties of the surface while maintaining its morphology (Nolden,
1985) and has been referred to as a "coupler" or "intermediary"
(Smith, 1975). Micromechanical retention is the engagement and
interlocking of the tooth structure .by
infiltration of the resin into .
'
microporosities. These are good working definitions for the ensuing
discussion.
Buonocore's attempts are considered representative of the first
generation of dentin bonding agents. The -p;oducts
were .capable of
.
'
bonding polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to the inorga:iric phase of
dentin, albeit weakly. The second generation bonding age:q.ts were
created when a -Brs·- GMA molecule was substituted for the :PMMA; ·
'

~
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and unfilled resins were used as· adhesives. Scotchbond is an
example of second generation development. It is based on a
halophosphorous ester ofBIS- GMA (Setcos, 1988). The possibility of
hydrogen bonding to collagen (Setcos, 1988) or ph9sphorous
(Barkmeier, 1985) has been mentioned in the literature, but the
generally accepted mechanism of bonding is to the den~al calcium
(Barkmeier, 1985). The second genetation bonding agents retained
the smear layer and showed a tex;tdency to hydrolyze over time
(Aquilino, Williams & Leary, 1987; Retief et al., 1988b).
i

.

The third generation bonding agents interact directly with a
chemically altered dentin surface (Retief et al., 1988b). In other
words, primers are used to remove the smear layer to allow what is
thought to be chemical to attachment dentin (Gwinnett, 1989). These
priming systems use either (1) a mordant to modify ~he surface
morphology by precipitation and then an intermediary resin to attach
to the surface, (Bowen, 1985). (Tenure, Den-Mat Corp., Santa Maria
CA) or (2) a copolymer resin interm,ediary grafted to a fixed dentin
surface (Munksgaard Irie & Asmussen, 1985) (Gluma, Columbus
Dental, St Louis MO or Scotchbond 2, 3M Dental Products, St Paul
:MN). The bonding agent then polymerizes with both the intermediary
primer and the restorative resin (Gwinnett, 1989). Reviews of the
state of the art in dentin bonding can be found in Nolden, (1985)
Nakabayashi, (1985) Stanford, (1985) Gwinnett, (1986) Fan, (1~87)
Renert, et al., (1987). Smear layer removal can perpetuate clinical
consequences if the smear plugs are removed and microleakage
ensues, as discussed in the preceding section.
1

Adhesion theory in general is far fro'm being complete (Smith, 1975).
The application of adhesion knowledge to 'tooth structure is gaining ·
momentum. De Bruyne (1962) Retief, (1970) Manley, (1970)
Buonocore, (1963; 1975) Smith, (1975) Hollinger & Moore, (1979) and
Kendall, (1987) offer comprehensiv~ reviews of adhesive principles
and reviews of the current dental literature~
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While much of the literature has focused on the clinical adhesive
properties of bonding, some investigators have entertained the
possibility of micromechanical bonding to dentin. Micromechanical
bonding is the retentive mechar{ism to acid - etched ena:m.el
(Asmussen, 1977a; Asmussen, l977b). Unfilled resin has a
demonstrated ability to penetrate dentinal tubules, forming "resin
tags" which are thought to provide retention (Gwinnett, 1977; Troney,
1978; Nordenvall & Brannstrom, 1980). Excellent reviews pf the .
current literature are found in Nakabayashi, Kojima & Masuhara,
(1982) van Dijken & Horstedt, (1986) and Misra, (1989). Depending on
the agent and the conditioner, resin tags have been visualized i,n the
lateral branches as well as entering surface micropores of
intertubular dentin (N akabayashi, Kojima & Masuhara, 1982). Some
tags have been measured over 200 micrometers in length. in vitro
(Gwinnett, 1977; van Dijken & Horstedt, 1986) and in vivo (Nordenva).l
& Brannstrom, 1980).
;

Hoppenbrouwers, Driessens & Stadhouders, (1974) have pointed out
the "ideal restorative material (should) exhibit the same physical and
chemical behavior as the tooth." Unfortunately, that ideal has not
been attained in tooth colored resin restorative materials.
The most significant detriment of restorative resins 1s their
polymerization shrinkage (Feilzer, De Gee & Davidson,, 1988).
Bonding the restoration to the tooth is necessary to eliminate ,the
marginal gap created by the polyroerization shrinkage (Renert et al., .
1987). Figure VII: A. 3 shows the competing forces between tb,e
polymerization shrinkage and the bond strength. There is an inverse
relationship with bond strength and marginal gap formation; the
greater the bond strength, the less the marginal gap (M}IDksgaard
Irie & Asmussen, 1985). Resilient bonding systems have been
unsuccessfully used in an effort to maintain adhesion during
polymerization shrinkage (Lee et al.; 1971).
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Although experimental materials, methods and conditions varied,
several investigators have reported polymerization contraction
ranging from 1.67 to 7.1 volume percent (Bowen, Rapson & Dickson,
1982; Goldman, 1983; Feilzer, De Gee & Davidson, 1988). Contraction
develops internal and interfacial stresses within the restor!\:tion
(Hegdahl & Gjerdet, 1977). The magnitude of the stresses is related to
the number of cavity walls. The more walls available to ·resist the
contraction, the greater the internal stresses (Hansen & Asmussen,
1985b; Davidson, 1986; Feilzer, De Gee & Davidson, 1987). Theoretical
internal stresses of 4.81- 32.2 MPa have been reported (Bowen, 1967;
Bowen, Rapson & Dickson, 1982). Some internal stress is relaxed
(compensated) by the flow within the resin as it polymerizes
(Davidson & De Gee, 1984; Briimistrom, 1986a).
A one surface, linear bond has no restricting walls and is therefor
able to relax the polymerization - induced stress by flow. The bond
strength can then exceed the shrinkage stress (Davidson, De Gee &
Feilzer, 1984). This is important when quantitative determinations of
bond strength are being made.
The strength of dentin bonds are not.uniform throughout the depth of · · the dentin. Superficial dentin produces greaterbond strength in vitro
than bonds to deeper dentin (Stanford, Sabri & Jose, 1985; Causton,
1987). One experimenter successfully improved the bond of
Scotchbond to deep dentin by the application of mineralizing solutions
(Causton, 1984). This reinforces the concept of Scotchbond bonding _to
the mineral phase of the dentin. Contamination of the deep dentin
smear layers with protein from amputated odontoblasts has be~n
mentioned. The probability of greater wetness of deep dentin has also
been mentioned. These factors may explain the weaker bonds to deep
dentin in vivo or in vitro.
It is appropriate to review the methods of testing dentin bond
strength. There are essentially two different methods for evalu~tion
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of the quality of the bond (Nolden, 1985). Microleakage is ·one test .
method. This test uses dye penetration as a measure ofleakage. The
dye penetrates a crack or gap, that is created as a result of
polymerization shrinkage. The gap 'is formed perpendicul·ar to ·the·
bond interface. A preparation (usually similar to a Class V) is ·made,
treated, restored. The tooth is then stored and may be thermocycled.
The whole tooth is then immersed in dye, sectioned (usually
longitudinally), and the amount (and location) of the stain quantified
(Fusayama & Kohno, 1989). A drawback of this method is that
quantification must be accomplished using a scale (which may or
may not be standardized), and by evaluators who may or may not' be
calibrated (Mangum & Berry, 1989). These factors may effect the
accuracy of interpretation and comparison to similar investigations.
Going (1972) provides us with an excellent review of the techniques of .
microleakage detection, and their clinical application.
A more effective, consistent method measures bond strength. The
result is obtained under definable .conditions and is repeatable in
other laboratories. There are two test methods. One measures bond
strength in tension and the other measures bond strengths subjected
to shear forces. Both methods produce high variances, but, . tP,e
tensile test appears to have the lesser range (Causton, 1987}. Some
variance is due to methodology (Retief et al., 1988b). Comparison of
the two test results has been consistent for some investigators, (Zidan
Asmussen & Jorgensen, 1980) but not others (Stanford, '1985). The
dynamics of the bond fracture interlace were explained by Kendall
(1987).
The shear test was selected for this experiment because of its ease of
use, experience in the Department working with the system .and
refining it, and availability of special equipment for operating room
use. Similar methodology permits more meaningful comparisons ·of
data previously obtained in this laboratory.
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Significant differences exist in the ,bond strengths of proprietary
materials (Asmussen & Bowen, 1986). Comparison of in vitro bond·
strength results between researchers using the same products has
been a problem (Finger, 1988). For the most part, conditions are not
standardized to permit valid direct cqmparisons.
Munksgaard and Asmussen (1987) h~ve proposed a method whereby
results may be compared. They propose comparing dentin bonds as a
percentage of the enamel bond strength. Adhesive bond strengths to
enamel are clinically acceptable and reliable. Therefore comparing
dentin shear bond strengths to the enamel shear bond strengths may
be useful. To be meaningful, they point out, the results must be
obtained by the same investigator under the same_ conditions as the
dentin bonds.
The force necessary to dislodge a restoration is expressed in a variety
of units in the literature. All units of measurement have the general
formula
Breaking force
Bond strength

=·
Bond area

One frequently sees kilograms, pounds or newtons in the numerator,
producing results expressed in kg/sq mm, pounds per square inch
(psi) or Newtons per sq meter.
The unit of measurement in this work will be the International··
Standards Organization (ISO) "me&'apascal" (MPa). A Pascal is a
unit of pressure. Pressure is a force divided by the area over which it
is exerted. Force implies a mass subj,ected to an acceleration, and the
unit of measurement of force is a newton. One newton is equal·to 1
kilogram subjected to an acceleratio:r;t of one meter per second 2,0ne
megapascal is equivalent to one thousand newtons per square meter ·
(Craig, 1985; Webster, 1988). (Note: values obtained by other

·'
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investigators will be reported in ~egapascals, converted by _the
factors listed in Table VII. B. II, followed by the originally reported
units in parentheses.)
The relevance and applicability of in vitro data to clinical care has not
been made (Stanford, 1985; Jendresen, et al., 1988; Finger, 1988). The
data available from in vivo testing; is very limited. Most results
indicate in vivo bond strengths are the same as (Pashley et al., 1988;
Gray & Burgess, 1989) or lower than (Jemt, Stalblad & Olio, 1986) the
in vitro comparisons. To date, no in vivo resin bonding study has
included human subjects.
Since their introduction, there has been concern that direct filling
tooth colored restorative materials were irritating to pulpal tissue.
Recent evidence suggests that the irritation arises from the lack of
bonding and the resultant microleakage, and not from the materials
themselves (Chan, Reinhardt & Jensen, 1984; Brown & Tobias, 1986;
Chohayeb, Bowen & Adrian, 1988). The amount of remaining ·dentin
thickness is a factor in the pulpal reaction to a material; thinner
remaining dentin was more likely to result in pulpal inflammation
(Meryon, 1984; Meryon & Jakeman, 1986). Reviews of this literature
are offered by Pashley (1983), Fan (1987), Jendresen and others (1988),
and Swift (1989).
This review section has covered the definitions of bonding terms, a
history of the development of bonding agents, the types of bonding
(micromechanical or hypothesized chemical), the need for bonding
created by polymerization contracti<:m of the restorative composite,
bond strength testing methods and the units of measurement.
'

')

'
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C. Summary of the review· 6f
., the Literature
The introduction to the problem is:complete. The statement of the
four hypotheses to be tested has been made.
The review of the literature present~d and the factors that influence
dentin bonding: the biological, and Ilhysiological properties of dentin,
creation and· characteristics of th.e smear layer, dentin~.l .. fluid
movement as it relates to bonding, .imd a review of the bonding
.,
process.
The foundation has been laid to discuss the approach and rationale of
this experiment.

II. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM AND RATIONALE

A. Selectiop. of the Dog as a Model

'
Several animal models have been used for various in vivo projects
'
that have a bearing on this experiment. They include monkeys,
(Forssell - Alberg, Briinnstrom, & Edwall, 1975; Tyler et·az., 1987;
Horsted - Bindslev, 1987; Cox, Felton & Bergenholtz, 1988) ferrets
(Meryon, Tobias & Jakeman, 1987) and goats, (Gray & Burgess, 1989)
but none have been used as extensively in dentistry as the dog.
The dog model has been used for determination of pulpal pressure,
(Brown & Beveridge, 1966) transcapillary osmotic pressure, (Brown et
al., 1969) and permeability (Pashley et al., 1981; Pashley, Nelson &
Pashley, 1981; Pashley, Nelson & Williams, 1981; Pashley et al.,
1983a; Pashley et al., 1983b; Pashley, Thompson & Stewart, 1983;
Pashley et al., 1984; Pashley,. Stewart & Galloway, 1984; Pashley,
Galloway & Stewart, 1984; Kim et al., 1984; Avery, 1986). Dogs have
been used for bond strength comparisons only once· previously
(Pashley et al., 1988) with few complications and good results.
Replicating the model system will permit cross - comparisons o,f
., '
results.
Dogs appear to be anatomically appropriate for enamel imd dei1tin
bonding comparisons to human teeth. The use of dogs for this
experiment was presented to and approved by the Committee on
Animal Use for Research and Education at the Medical College of
Georgia. Their approval letter is attached to Section VII, C.
There are many similarities between dog and human teeth from the
perspective of developmental and comparative anatomy (Romer,
45
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1970; Wake, 1979). However, the~e are anatomical and functiori~l
differences. Articulation differences are necessary for effective
masticatory performance of each mammal (Ash, 1984; Hildebrand, et
al., 1985). The dog has a shearing type articulation (Evans &
Christensen, 1979). (See Figure VII. A 4.) Humans have a grinding
articulation (Ash, 1984). While the gross anatomy and functional
articulation of dogs teeth are somewhat different from humaris, the
microstructure is thought to be' comparable (Forssell ·- Alberg,
Brfumstrom, & Edwall, 1975).
The dental formula for dogs is 'three incisors, one canine·, four
premolars in each arch, and two maxillary molars and three
mandibular molars (Evans & Christensen, 1979). The maxillary and
mandibular canines are about equal in size and shape (Sisson &
Grossman, 1967). Fewer maxillary molars are needed for
articulation because the maxillary fourth premolar is larger than the
other premolars (Evans & Christensen, 1979). (See Figure VII. A. 5.)
Its functional surfaces and articulation are well suited for shearing.
Because of the unique functional development, the maxillary fourth
premolar is known as a "carnassial tooth" (Evans & Christensen,
1979). It is not suitable for bond strength comparisons because: (1) the
carnassial tooth is a specialized tooth, (2) they are not comparable
with dog molars, and (3) carnassial teeth are not present in humans.
The dog's maxillary first molar is too small for comparisons of bond
strength with its mandibular counterpart (Sisson & Grossman,
1967). For these reasons, only the dog's mandibular molars were ·
selected for this experiment.
The dentinal tubule diameter and densities of canine teeth has been
reported to be similar to human teeth (Forssell - Alberg, Brfumstrom,
'
& Edwall, 1975; Finger & Ohsawa, 1987). This is another reason for
choosing the dog as a model.
Age determination of a dog is difficult. Veterinarians judge the age of
animals by the eruption of the teeth (Evans & Christensen, 1979).
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Eruption tables have been established for dog primary 'and
permanent teeth. The tables show a:remarkable similarity (Sisson &
Grossman, 1967; Evans & Christensen, 1979; Farandson, 1981). One
is included as Table VII. B. III for .completeness. A correlation lias
been reported for animal size, life span and time of eruption. Larger
breeds are shorter lived, and the' teeth erupt earlier (Evans &
Christensen, 1979). Once the last' tooth has erupted there is no
reported method of age determination of a dog. It has been reported
that after eruption, dog's teeth do ~ot grow (Evans & Christensen,
1979). The presence of secondary dentin in response to irritation has
been reported. So has wear of enam~l and dentin with time, diet, etc.,
but no correlation with age has been established (Evans &
Christensen, 1979). Gustafson (1950) has attempted to determine
human patient age from teeth for forensic purposes.
The description of the anatomic structure of a dog's individual teeth
was not found in the literature. The enamel reportedly gets harder
with age and is thicker over the functioning portion of the tooth. The
organic content of enamel is reported to be 5%. Dog dentin, referred to
in the veterinary literature as "ivory," has a composition reportedly
similar to bone (Evans & Christensen, 1979). No plotting of the
external and internal anatomy or tables/illustrations of remaining
dentin thicknesses, similar to data obtained from human studies
(Wheeler, 1976; Stambaugh & Whittrock, 1977; Ash, 1984) is available
•1.
for dog teeth.
The desire for an in vivo model, was based on the following
considerations. A variety of variables may modify the strength of
bonds of adhesive resin to live dentin. These variables include the
prevalence of dentinal fluid within live teeth, including plasma
proteins and enzymes dissolved in the dentinal fluid. Dentinal· fluid
is under a small, but significant positive pressure which moves the
fluid through the dentin to the cut surface, wetting it. The smear
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'

created in vivo is certainly fo7med of fresh material which, in
deep dentin, must contain portions of amputated odontoblast
processes and their cytoplasmic enzymes.

The use of an in vivo animal model to simulate clinical conditions
seems obvious. Instead, investigators should justify their use of
extracted teeth of variable post extraction time and storage
conditions, creating smear layers With sandpaper instead of·dental
burs and using relatively dry teeth that contain little or no dentinal'
fluid as well as the absence of fluid pressure found in vivo. There is
little doubt that the intraoral factors effecting adhesion (Retief, 1970)
are present in the in vivo dog model.
The "state of the art" is not yet ready for bond strength trials such as·
this on human subjects. Only one in vivo study on humans was found
in the literature. It involved testing the bond strengths of
polycarboxylate cement to enamel (Jemt, Stalblad & Olio, 1986).
The use of dogs for this experiment was presented to and approved by
the Animal Use Committee. Their letter of approval is included as an
attachment to Section VII: Appendix,
Subsection C.
I

B. Materials and their selection
The primary requirement of the materials chosen for this
experiment was their interaction with the smear layer. One ·agent,
Scotchbond LC, was selected because it leaves the smear layer intact.
The second approach was to leave the smear layer intact but stabilize
it as a bonding substrate with 2 - hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA)
which was intended to act as a penetrating, or wetting agent.· This
pre - treatment was bonded with Scotchbond LC. The third approach
I
involved removing the smear layer using Scotchbond 2 Primer,
followed by a bonding agent, Scotchbond 2 Light Cured Liquid
Adhesive. The restorative composit,e was Silux. The Scotchbond LC,
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Scotchbond 2 and Silux are all manufactured by the same company,(3M Dental Products Division, St. Paul, MN). Orie manufacturing lot
or batch of each agent was used t~oughout the experiment. Table· I
lists the material batch numbers.

1. Scotchbond

('I'M)

Scotchbond was one of the first "second generation" bonding agents
introduced. It was well received by clinicians (Christianson, 1983) ··
and researchers, alike. Conseque~tly, there is comparatively more ·
data available for it than it's successor product, Scotchbond 2.
Introduced in 1983, Scotchbond's original composition was based on a
halogenated (chlorine) phosphorous ester .of BIS - GMA resin
(Bunker, 1983). It is a liquid/resin, system. The Scotchbond liquid is
95% ethanol, containing a tertiary amine (aryl sulfinate); the resin
contains 58% BIS- GMA -POC1a resin, 41% TEGDMA (triethylene
'
glycol dimethacrylate, a monomeric diluent) (Tjan Grant & Nemetz,
1987) and 1.5% Benzoyl peroxide (Elides, Caputo & Vougiouklakis,
1985; Barkmeier, 1985; Renert et al., 1987). This is a self- curing
(autopolymerizing) system. About o,ne year later, (Renert et al., 1987)
a photoinitiator was added to the existing formulation, and the
product name was changed to Scotchbond LC. That addition now ·
made Scotchbond a "dual cure" system, permitting both visible light·
and autopolymerization, which was thought to be advantageous. The
product is presently marketed as Scotchbond Dual Cure.
Because Scotchbond and Scotchbond LC have been on the market for
some time now, researchers have i.D.vestigated Scotchbond's
compatibility with other restorativ~ resin systems. Most competing ·
BIS - GMA based composite resins appear compatible, if the smear
'
layer is managed properly (Chan, ~einhardt
& Jensen, 1984; ·
Munksgaard et al., 1985; Chan, Reillhardt & Boyer, 1985; Barkmeier,
'
1985) and with other adhesive systems (Zidari Gomez-

Table I

Bonding Materials
Part numbers and lot numbers

Material
Scotchbond LC

Scotchprep

*

Part Number

l.ot

Resin

7533R

6J

Liquid

7533L

6C

7502P

SAT

7502A

6AH

7430C

8CR26

*

Light Cure Dental Adhesive
'

Scotchgel
Silux

*

*

5502U
8F2
*
* =3M Dental Products Division, St. Paul, MN

HEMA
Polyscience, Warrenton, PA 18975. Lot# 0755

.·

\
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Marin & Tsuchiya, 1987; Stangel, 1987). It has been used as a luting
composite for resin bonded bridges (O'Sullivan et al., 1987) as,well as
in adhesion to laser pre- treated dentin (Cooper, et al., 1988). Often,
however, distinguishing which product was used in a giv:en
experiment is sometimes difficult because of similar produc~ names._
'

Early investigations showed that dentin bond strengths decreased in
deeper dentin (Causton, 1984; Stanford, Sabri & Jose, 1985; Mitchem
& Gronas, 1986). Since the bonding mechanism is suspected to be ~o
the inorganic portion of dentin, (Stanford, Sabri & Jose, 1985) and ~e
mineral content is reduced in deeper- dentin, some investigators have
increased bond strength by application of mineralizing solutions to
deep dentin (Causton, 1984). This technique is not used clinically.

.

evaluation of Scotchbond
by
Longevity on the market has permitted
.
clinical trials, either with it's companion restorative resin, Silux, or
with competing restorative resins. ·In most clinical trials, class V
lesions are restored. Performance was satisfactory (Horsted Bindslev, Knudsen & Baelum, 1988; Heyman et al., 1988) while others
have had only mediocre success (Gwinnett, 1988). Some eroded and
abraded lesions were not prepared, (Doering & Jensen, 1985; Doering
& Jensen, 1986) whereas they were prepared in other studies
(Dennison, Ziemieki & Charbeneau, 1986).
Retention failures in this and other systems may not be related to the
resin bonding system, but to other 'uncontrollable patient variables
(Heyman et al., 1988). Contaminants
. normally. found at the in -vivo
operative site, saliva and blood, have been found to reduce the bond
'
.
strength 30- 70%, respectively (Pasbleyet al., 1988).

.

'

-

Scotchbond is sensitive to the presence of the smear layer. _The
highest bond strengths are reported· in the presence qf a smear layer
'
(Newman & Porter, 1986; Ishioka & Caputo, 1989). Despit~ the smear
layer's inherent weakness, (Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988) ~thout it,
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bond strength decreases, (Nolden,; 1985) marginal gap increases,
(Munksgaard, Itoh & Asmussen, 1984; Suzuki Gwinnett & Jordan, ,
1987; Fusayama & Kohno, 1989) and microleakage increases
(Munksgaard et al., 1985).

·)

Table VII. B. VII presents some reported bond strengths of
Scotchbond in vitro and in vivo. Comparisons between results and
application to in vivo studies is difficult because the experimental
situations were not consistent (Finger, 1988). In vitro storage time
and conditions may (Aquilino, Williams & Leary, 1987; Newman,
Porter & Szojka, 1987) or may not (Chan, Reinhardt & Boyer, 1985;
Pashley et al., 1988) influence bond strengths.
Complete reviews of the literature regarding Scotchbond are
available (Thompson, 1988; Swift, 1988; Renert et al., 1987; Gwinnett,
1986) as are detailed experiments in polymerization gap formation,
(Munksgaard, Itoh & Asmussen, 1984; Hansen & Asmussen, 1985a;
Zidan Gomez-Marin & Tsuchiya, 1987; Finger & Ohsawa, 1987)
microleakage (Leinfelder, et al., 1986; Terkla et al., 1987) and tensile
or shear bond strengths (Finger& Ohsawa, 1987; Chan, Reinhardt &
Schulein, 1985; Retief et al., 1986; Ishioka & Caputo, 1989; Newman &
Porter, 1986).
).
2. HEMA
HEMA is an acronym for 2 - hydroxyethylmethacrylate. It was
introduced to dental research by Munksgaard a~d Asmussen in 1984
(Munksgaard & Asmussen, ·1984a). In early investigations, it :vas
used on dentin surfaces "stabilized" by formaldehyde (Asmussen &
Munksgaard, 1984) and other tissue fixatives (Stackhouse et_ al., .
1986). Presently, glutaraldehyde is· the fixative of choice. HEMA is
thought to act as a bifunctional co - polymer, which chemically reacts
with the stabilized collagen with one end of the molecule, and at the
other terminal with a double bonded carbon of

\
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the bonding resin (Munksgaard & ,Asmussen, 1984a; Asmussen &
Munksgaard, 1984; Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1985). The
hypothesized reaction as the mech~sm of bonding is controversial
and may not be a justifiable conclusion from the supporting
'
investigative literature (Nakabaya~hi,
Kojima & Masuhara, 1982;
Asmussen & Bowen, 1987a; Asmussen & Munksga'ard, 1984;
'
Asmussen & Munksgaard, 1985; Misra,
1989; McGuckin' & Pashley,
1989).
),
The selection of the combination of HEMA and glutaraldehyde was
made after an comparative investigation of various aldehydes and
monomers (Asmussen & Munksgaard, 1985). Other investigators
have used various polymeric aldehydes (Antonucci, 1978; Asmussen
& Munksgaard, 1983; Stackhouse et al., 1986). Theil," goal is to create a
polymer with a reactive aldehyde which might adhere to the
unreacted amino groups in collagen (Asmussen & Munksgaard,
1983).
Munksgaard and Asmussen (1984a) determined the optimum bond
strengths with various concentrations of HEMA and determined that
35% solution with 5% glutaraldehyde
achieved the highest bond
.,
strengths. The pH of the mixture is' controlled by the glutaraldehyde
(Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1985). pH has been shown to be
important, with optimal results obtained with pH < 5.5 (Munksgaard
& Asmussen, 1985; ~mussen & Bowen, 1987a).
HEMA and glutaraldehyde have been combined (Munksgaard &
Asmussen, 1985) into a one - step proprietary bonding system
(GLUMA, an acronym derived from GLUtaraldehyde and heMA,
Columbus Dental Co, St Louis, MO). The Gluma system appears to be
compatible with other bonding ..systems (Munksgaard, Itoh &
Asmussen, 1984; Munksgaard et al., 1985) and composite resins
(Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1984b; Munksgaard, Irie & Asmussen,
1985)..
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HEMA is contained in both Scotchbond 2 Primer and the Light Cured
Adhesive (Product Profile, 3M Dental Products Division, St Paul, MN).
-. ).
Most of the literature citations refer to the mixture of HEMA and
glutaraldehyde, making it difficult, to isolate the effect of HEMA
alone. Bond strengths of HEMA alone have been reported only once, ·
yielding an average strength of 3.24 MPa (33 kg/em 2) after pre treatment with EDTA (Asmussen & 'Munksgaard, 1984). This result
was obtained without the presence ofthe smear layer.
In addition to increasing bond strength, HEMA is thought to aid'in
reducing polymerization· shrinkage gap formation, and subsequent
microleakage (Munksgaard, Itoh & Asmussen, 1984),

Recently, the literature has reported increased bond strengths with a
compound known as PMDM (Bowen, Cobb & Rapson, 1982;
Munksgaard, Itoh & Asmussen, 1984; Hansen & Asmussen, 1985a;
Thompson, 1988). This approach has· been popularized by Bowen.
After attempting to deposit a precipitate on the dentin, the surface is
treated in two steps with two ;different methylmethacrylate
containing compounds (Bowen, Cobb & Selz, 1982; Bowen & Cobb,
1983). Both function as surface active comonomers (Bowen, Cobb &
Rapson, 1982). The second compound, PMDM, is an addition reaction
of pyromellitic dianhydride and 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate
(HEMA). The Bowen solution is in acetone (Bowen & Cobb, 1983),
unlike the GLUMA system which is a water solution.
Wetting the cut surface with aqueou~ dentinal fluid has been thought
to be one reason why deep dentin bond strengths have been lower.
HEMA is thought to be hydrophilic :because of hydroxylation of the
MMA resin base (Asmussen & Mt'mksgaard, 1984). HEMA (and
PMDM) can be thought of as wetting agents. This experiment
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attempted to use HEMA to promote adhesion to a wet smear layer by
acting as a wetting agent, and stabiiizing the smear layer into the
underlying dentin.
Review articles about the current. status of HEMA have been
published recently (Renert et al., 1987;, Swift, 1988).

3. Scotchbond 2

(TM)
'

Introduced in 1987, Scotchbond 2 is a· two part system. The first part,
Scotchprep, is a primer. It has been erroneously reported as
consisting of carboxylic acid (Gwinnett, 1989). The organic acid is
maleic acid (Retief et al., 1988b; Setcos, 1988; Swift, 1989) and
hydroxyethylme1ihacrylate (HEMA) at pH 1.5. The proportions of this
mixture are a proprietary secret. The primer is applied to the tooth,
but not washed off, and then air dried. There. is evidence suggesting
the agent leaves at least part of th.e desirable smear plugs, while
removing the smear layer (Retief et al., 1988b; Gwinnett, 1989). The
second step is application and light activation of the adhesive resin.
The resin contains both hydrophobic (BIS - GMA) and hydrophilic
(HEMA) resins (Setcos, 1988; Product Profile, 3M Dental Products
'
Division, St Paul, MN).
One author reports the primary bonding is by micromechanical
retention (Swift, 1989). Another author suggests the primary
retention is by resin tags which infiltrate the tubules (Gwinnett,
1989). The manufacturer claims the adhesion mechanism is because
the primer "solubilizes the dentin smear layer. Scotchbond 2
'
.
adhesive then wets out and penetrates the solubilized layer and,
when polymerized, is locked into this substrate." (Product Profile, 3M
Dental Products Division, St Paul, ~).
;

l
High (Gwinnett, 1989) and moderate (Monaghan et al., 1988) early
bond strengths and resistance to the~ocycling have been reported in

,.
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vitro (Retief et al., 1988b). The failure modes have been characterized
as complex, involving cohesive artd adhesive failure (Erickson, .
Glasspoole & Retief, 1989).
One clinical trial has been reported. Scotchbond 2 had 98% retention
rate and was rated "excellent" for m,arginal integrity and secondary
caries (Jordan, Suzuki & McLean, 1989).
Because of Scot~hbo~d 2's more recent ~ntroduction, there is less
research literature available than for_ the original Scotchbond
formulation. Also, some misstatements and inappropriate
comparisons are found. Consensus opinions have not yet been
formed. General product reviews have been reported (Thompson,
1988; Swift, 1988; Setcos, 1988; Retief et al., 198ilb; Gwinnett, 1989).

4. Silux

('I'M)

According to the manufacturer, the highest bonds with Scotchbond
LC are achieved with Silux, rather than with its other companion P 30 (Christianson, 1983). Silux is a microfilled anterior esthetic
composite restorative resin, while P - 30 is a hybrid microfill bonded
ceramic posterior resin designed to Withstand occlusal wear. Silux is
compatible with most commercially available bonding systems in
reducing polymerization gap formation and in promoting increased
bond strengths (Chan, Reinhardt & Schulein, 1985; Hansen &
Asmussen, 1985a; Aquilino, Williams. & Leary, 1987; Stangel, 1987).
(The manufacturer's Product Profile for Scotchbond 2 states that p 30 bonds are stronger than those using Silux. One possible
explanation can be found in the Discussion Section, which follows.)
'

The durability of Silux has been proven in clinical trials (Heyman et
al., 1988) and in vivo (Pashley et al., 1988).
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5. Orthophosphoric Acid Enamel Etcbant
As originated by Buonocore (1955), orthophosphoric acid has peen
advocated for increasing the surface energy· and micromechanical .
retentive sites. Much investigation ha·s been focused.on enamel
etching for restqrative resin imd preventive "pit and fissure
sealants." The concise revf~w of en~el etching by Sh~y al. .(1S8~)
could be helpful.
... :J.

et

Various concentrations and forms of 'delivery systems of
orthophosphoric acid have been marketed. The most widely accept~d
concentration is 37%. The most convenient and' eff~ctive. delivery
system is the gel (Trowbridge, 1982;.Balarav, ~tal., 1988), especially
with agitation, while it is in place (Tagami, Hosoda & Fusayama,
1988).
':
Early anecdotal comments on enamel bonding suggested that older
teeth were more difficult. to achieve a effective etch and vice versa.
This has not been supported in the recent literature (Shay et al.,
1988).
\
Scotchgel was used in this investigation to etch the dog's enamel., The
gel is 37% by weight orthophosphoric acid with added silica to
increase viscosity.

C. Method
The experiments were conducted on dogs in vivo using some :new
techniques and. other techniques that had been previously devel!Jped
and refined. Short - term (30 minute) shear bond strengths were
tested. The use of dogs for this experiment had been presented to and
approved by the Committee on Animal Use for Research and.
Experimentation, whose approva:lletter is attached in Section VII, C.

.

·'·

5S

The model system used mongrel dogs of random ages and sexes. All
were mature dogs that weighed betw~en 19.5 to 27 kg. All procedures
were completed while each animal was anesthetized with sodium
pentabarbital (30 mg/kg i.v.). Vital bodily functions were monitored
throughout the duration of the experiment. At the completion qf the
days experiment, the . animal was. h:umanely sacrificed with an
overdose of pentabarbital so the teeth could be recovered for further .
study.
'.'·
The bonding sites were prepared using a high speed handpiece and .
fine grit diamond burs from the 'same manufacturing lot.. The
bonding site was a flat area, prepared in enamel first, then in dentin.
The mesio - distal width was 3 - 4 mm and the inciso - gingival length
as long as was necessary to maintain planer reduction. The gingival
one - third was the preferred site, and the cylinder was bonded as
close to the gingival margin as possible.
The stated goal of this research was to study three factors (tooth type, .
dentin depth and smear layer) using three different bonding systems.
The Scotchbond LC was used because it leaves the smear layer intact.
HEMA was used in an attempt to. stabilize the smear layer.· The
HEMA primed surfaces were bonded with Scotchbond. Scotchbond 2
is a self- contained system and was used because it has been reported
to remove the smear layer. All products were used according to the
manufacturers directions. Figure VII. A. 6 is a flow chart of the
bonding procedures.
The bonding agents and to9th type were selected in a predetermined
combinations of agent/tooth type/surface. Each bond was considered
an independent trial. The design is presented in Table VII. B. _lV.
The predetermined sequence permitted an even distribution of the
experimental variables. The trials are summarized in Tab~es B.Va,
B.Vb and B.VI. Once selected, the combination was not changed for

·:
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that tooth's bond testing. The maxillary fourth premolar and first
molar were unsuitable for use, so there were half as many molar
bonds as canine bonds.
The data collection form, illustrated in Figure 1, was designed to
accumulate a maximum of information from each trial and animal.
The significant variables of interest were tooth type (either cuspid or
molar), bonding agent, tooth dimensiop.s and raw bond strength
measurements. Other variables . were included for possible
investigation. Those variables included side (left or right), arch
(maxilla or mandible) sex, weight and approximate age of the
animal. These other factors were identified for the express purpose Of
determining their. non - relevance. by statistical analysis.
Since the block design consisted of six animals, it was decided to
complete one block, and then perform tests of statistical significance
to determine if a second block was necessary. The statistical results
were acceptable, and only one block of six animals was necessary to
complete the experiment.
The conduct of the bond strength testing was as follows. First, a .
reference groove was cut in the side opposite to the preselected
bonding site. The bucco - lingual dimension of the whole tooth was
measured with a direct reading digital caliper (Sylvae illtra - Cal II,
Fowler, Inc., Newton, MA). Next, a flat area for the enamel bond was
prepared and the tooth thickness re -. determined.
The area was then etched with 37% orthophosphoric acid gel with
occasional agitation for 30 seconds, ·(Scotchgel, 3M Dental Products
division, St Paul MN) bonded with the predetermined agent and
shear tested one half hour later. The results were recorded on the
data collection form. After enamel b~nd strength testing, the surface
was re-prepared until the dentinoenamel junction (DEJ) was
observed. A tooth thickness measurement was made and recorded at

'

.

'
!

Identifier

Dog #

_(

I
;

mm
Agent: SB SBH SST
Tooth Type: C M
Surface: B L
Jaw: U L
Side: L R

Unprepared
Enamel Bond
DEJ (approx)
1st DB
2nd DB
3rd DB
4th DB
5th DB
6th DB
ROT (actual)

Kg

!MOOt!

illffit@

Figure 1: Data Collection form
This form, designed especially for use in this
experiment, has spaces for identification information,
experimental data collection as' well as other potentially
'
meaningful information.
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this level for later calculation of ena~el thickness.
-

'

The first dentin bonding site was then prepared as close to the DEJ as
possible and the thickness of the tooth at that bond site wa~ measured
before the bond was formed. Silux ~estorative composite resin was
used along with the pre - selected bonding system to bond the cylinder
'
in place. Shear testing was conducted. 30 minutes later and recorded:

.

The process of re - preparation and bonding was repeated until pulp
exposure was eminent (Figure 2). To control the incremental dentin
removal for the next trial, the surface was scored with a 0.3 mm
depth - limiting diamond used· for esthetic porcelain veneer
preparation (LVS - 2, Brassier, Savannah, GA) (Figure 3). A
diamond cylinder (780.9F, Premier, Norristown PA) was then used to
remove any unevenness left by the depth limiting bur, to flatten the
site and create a consistent smear layer (Figure 4). The sequence of
incremental reduction was repeated 3 to 4 times within the substance
of the dentin (Figure 5) with a bond being formed and broken at each
I
level.
The bonds were made using a nyl~n cylinder 3 mm long with an
internal diameter of 2.9 mm (RSN 2/2, Small Parts Inc, Miami FL).
Using cylinders controlled the bonding surface area. The bonding
agents did not stick to the nylon material cylinders. After> applying
the bonding agent to the surface; the cylinder was positioned,
stabilized by fingernail pressure and filled with Silux composite
restorative material. The contents were light - cured for 40 seconds
'
with a 3M Light (Visilux 2, 3M Dental Products, St Paul, MN) from
two positions 180 degrees apart. A cylinder bonded to place is seen in
Figure 6.

-~
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Figure 2: Photograph of deep dentin
This illustrates the visibility of the pulp in deep dentin
preparations. Clinically, the surface was bright pink in color.
The operator must be careful when making the flat bonding
site this deep into dentin. The risk of pulpal exposure is great.

Figure 3: Depth limiting diamond bur
·An L VS - 2 (Brassler, Savannah, GA) which assures
that at least 0.3 mm of tooth structure was removed at each
incremental reduction.
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Figure 4: Round end, tapered diamond bur
A number 780.9F diamond bur (Premier Dental,
Norristown, PA) This diamond bur was used to create a flat
bonding site and a standardized smear layer at each bonding
site.
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Incremental

Reference
Groove

~Reduction

------------

Figure 5: Incremental' reduction.

.

;

This line drawing illustr:ates the sequential planer
reduction of the tooth. A bond was made and tested at each
incremental strata.
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Figure 6: A cylinder bonded to place.
This photograph shows the preferred bonding site on the
tooth. The cylinders were left in place 30 minutes; then the
shear bond strength was measured.

Ol

Thirty minutes later, the bonds were ~ested. The dog's head and jaws
were stabilized with a "bite block" and a system of straps arranged to
resist the debonding forces. This simple method had been used
earlier with success (Pashley et al., 1~88).
;

The bond strength was determined :using a portable bond testing
machine, shown in Figure 7. This d~~ce had been used in previous
investigations of bond strength and had a proven record of reliable
results (Pashley et al., 1988; Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988) and excellent
'
correlation to Instron testing (Tao, 1987; Tao, Pashley & Boyd, 1988).
Portability was necessary because it was impractical to bring the
animal to the Instron machine and vice versa.
The testing machine was connected to the bonded cylinder by a wire
cable, looped around the base of the cylinder (Figure 8). The tooth and
machine were aligned so that the force would be applied at right
angles to the length of the cylinder. Rotation of a motor- driven baffle
delivered lead shot from a reservoir at 829 grams a minute into a
bucket attached to the other end of the cable. Delivering the shot at a
fixed rate produced a constantly increasing force upon the bonded
cylinder. When the bond failed, the bucket dropped, shut_ting off a
switch, stopping the flow of shot. The bucket and cable were weighed
on a beam balance (Ohaus 20kg, Florham Park, NJ) to the nearest
gram. The weight was recorded on the data c.ollection form, and later
converted to megapascals.
There are several methods to shear ·cylinders off dentin: a blunt
blade, a wedge, and a wire cable loop. The wire loop has been shown
to be the most accurate method for testing shear bond strengths.
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Figure 7: Portable bond testing machine, showing the
functional portion of the apparatus.
The machine was mounted on a mechanical "stage,"
adjustable in two planes. The stage and the testing machine
were attached to a heavy duty cart , allowing mobility both into
and around the operating suite.

Figure 8: The cable in place on the bonded cylinder.
The other end of the cable is attached to the bond testing
machine, shown in the preceding figure (Figure 7). It is
important to place the wire cable at the base of the cylinder to
create a shearing force on the bond.
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(Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987; Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief,
1989). The loop, when placed at the base of the cylinder, permits
uniform application of the debonding force. Additionally, the cable.
loop was the most practical to use in ~e operating suite. '
The modulus of elasticity of the restorative composite resins can
influence the .shear bond strengths (Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987;
Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief, l989). Resins with higher· moduli of
elasticity tend to deform less, causing rupture of the bond with
'
.
higher forces. "Peeling" of the bond can occur with low modulus
materials at-lower force values. Higher bond strengths have been
reported with P - 30, resin bonded ceramic restorative composite ·with
a higher modulus than for Silux, whose modulus is lower.
Since the preparation was being made from the outside inward, the
preparation depth was recorded, but the actual dentin thickness at
the bond site was unknown. To precisely determine the remaining
dentin thickness after the final bond was made, each experimental
tooth was removed at the conclusion of the day's experiment. Prior to
sectioning, the animal was humanely sacrificed. Tooth removal wa,s
done by cutting the tooth off, gingival to the bonding site with a #556
bur. The tooth was stored in ambient temperature saline until it
could be sectioned and measured, usually the next day.
The tooth was mounted for sectioning on a plastic cylindrical "stub"
with epoxy cement as seen in Figure 9. The bonding area was align~d
approximately perpendicular to the long axis of the stub and parallel
to the proposed the saw cut. The tooth was sectioned through the pulp
chamber with a slow speed diamond saw using water as a lubricant
(Isomet, Buehler Ltd., Evanston, IL). A hypodermic needle was
placed into the sectioned end of the pulp chamber and used as a
visual guide for accurate sectioning through the pulp chamber.

.'
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Figure 9: The tooth is cemented to the stub with epoxy
cement.
The bond site is parallel to the plane of the proposed saw cut.
The stub serves as an alignment device, permitting rigid placement
in the holding fixture of the slow speed diamond saw.
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After recovery of the crown half from sectioning (as seen in Figure
10), the pulpal remnants were removed with tweezers, and the actual
remaining q(;lntin thickness measur~d with a direct reading dial
caliper (Kori Seiki Mfg, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) with slender jaws which
could enter the pulp cavity. The thinnest reading in the bond site was
'.
accepted as the residual dentin thickness.
Figure 11 shows a
.}
measurement being taken.
Knowledge of the initial tooth thickne~s. the amount of the individual
incremental reductions, and the residual dentin thickness was all
that was needed to calculate backwards to determine the needed
dimensions. Since there were about 500 possible calculations, that
task was performed on an Apple GS computer using Appleworks'
spreadsheet function. Figure 12 is the master "template" from which
all calculations were made. The template was copied 36 times within
the spreadsheet, the data from each trial entered into its respective
cell of its template. All the calculations were made according to
formulas that had been tested and proven within the template before
it was replicated.
The incremental reductions and residual dentin thickness after the
deepest bond were calculated to yield the actual remaining dentin
thicknesses (RDT) at each bond site. The actual remaining dentin
thicknesses were then converted into percents of the total dentin
thickness so that the location of the bond within the dentin strata
could be made. The determination of whether the bond was made in
superficial, middle or deep dentin was made according to the
following convention. "Superficial dentin" was the outermost 33% of
the Remaining Dentin Thickness; "middle dentin" was the middle
34% RDT, while the interior 33% was considered "deep dentin."
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Figure 10: Sectioned crown halves (cuspid).
The half not attached to the stub contains the bonding
site. This portion was recovered from the saw cut and
measured for actual remaining dentin thickness (RDT).
Knowledge of the actual RDT & the total amount of
incremental reductions allowed calculations of the dentin
strata - superficial, middle or deep.
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Figure 11: Measuring the actual remaining dentin
thickness (RDT) using a dial indicator with small jaws (Kori
Seiki, Mfg., Ltd, Japan).
The small diameter jaws enter narrow pulp chambers to
obtain the measurement. The thinnest remaining dentin
thickness in the area of the bond was accepted as the actual
·RDT.
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Figure 12: A print out of the Appleworks(TM) spread
sheet "template."
A template is a sample work area. A "cell" is formed at
the intersection of a row and a column. The formulas that will
be used to calculate the results are entered into the respective
cell and verified. The template is then replicated as many
times as needed. One template for each trial.
The data obtained from each trial is then entered into the
first two columns. The spreadsheet treats the values in a cell
as directed by the formula and calculates the results. _The
advantages of using a spreadsheet with templates are
consistency, accuracy and time savings. Once entered, the
complex formulas are accurately copied over and over (The
formulas are not visible on the print out because they o~cupy
more space than the cell. If printed, the text would illegibly
overlay each other.
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The raw data, along with their conversions into MPa and percent of
RDT obtained from the spreadsheet, was re - entered into
Statgraphics (STSM, Rockville, MD) for statistical analysis. The
results are presented in the next section.

III. RESULTS

The design of this experiment not 9nly permitted testing of the
research hypotheses, but also facilit~ted drawing out of additional
useful information. The design permitted multifactorial testing of
several experimental variables against one another. The key to
multifactorial testing is maintaining independence for each trial
(Daniel, 1987). Therefore, understanding how the data was managed
is an important prologue to understanding the conclusions.
The experimental design was not balanced. There were more cuspids
tested than molars. This was because_ the maxillary first molars and
carnassial teeth were inappropriate models. Some comparisons
between cuspids and molars could not be made because of the sample
size inequality.·
Sequential bond strength measurements were made on the same
tooth. "After the fact" determination of the remaining dentin
thickness was made and translated into the dentin strata. The goal
was to have one bond tested at each level of remaining dentin
thickness. This was not the case, however, in about one - third of the
trials. This excluded some trials from some tests. Exclusion was
necessary to maintain sample independence.
Another outcome that frequently occurs in bonding experiments is
bonds that are too low to test. Either the bond did not form or it
prematurely failed before testing. Each
of these situations prevented
1
a valid bond strength determination. !All such bonds were treated as
a "no bond" and scored as zero; and they were excluded from the
statistical management. McGuckin & Pashley (1989) have shown
:
zero bonds to be the chief source of variance in one bonding study.
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If the bond failed at the very beginning of the testing procedure, it
was called a "minimum bond." The bond strength was recorded as
the weight of the shot container and chain. A minimum bond
represents the lower limit of measurable bond strength a~tainable
·,
with the test apparatus.

Identification and exclusion of the zero and minimum bonds was
necessary for the statistical analysis. The assumptions of the
ANOVA are that each trial must have its own independent and
normally distributed variance. Both zero and minimum bonds have
no variance, and must be therefore excluded.
One trial (Number 12) had to be excluded from some parts of the
testing because of measurement error in dentin thickness. Because
the remaining dentin thickness could not be precisely calculated, the
dentin bond strength data had to be removed. The remaining data
was left for other purposes, viz. calculation of the enamel thickness,
enamel bond strength and arch, jaw, side, and dog considerations.
Unless otherwise identified, most statistical testing was done using a
multifactorial analysis of variance. This is an appropriate test of the
strength of relationships between the experimental variables (Daniel,
1987). The hypothesis of no difference was not rejected if the p- value
was less than or equal to 0.05 (p < 0.05). This means there will be less
than a 5% chance of incorrectly rejec~ing a true null hypothesis of no
difference between the variables.
The first hypothesis stated there was no difference in in vivo bond
strengths between cuspids and molars. The multifactorial analysis of
variance showed there was a difference in the in vivo dentin bond
strengths to molars or cuspids, but that it depended on the depth of
the dentin (Table II). This included:possible relationships with the
different bonding agents. When all .of the bond strengths were
combined, regardless of material and then stratified for remaining
dentin thickness, the superficial dentin sheilr bond strength to

-:.
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Table II

Comparison of in vivo Dentin Shear Bond Strengths
by Tooth Type and Remaining Dentin Thickness
(all agents combined)

Average Dentin Bont;l Strengths inMPa± SD
(number)
Tooth Type

Cuspids

Molars

Superficial

Middle

Deep

4.0 ±2.4
(21)

2.6±2.2
(20)

1.8 ± 1.6
(21)

p =.09

p=0.03

p=0.04

3.0±3.1

1.3± 1.5
(9)

1.0 ± 0.9
(9)

(11)

00
cuspids was 4.03 MPa and 2.10 MPa to molars. This was not
statistically significant different between tooth types in superficial
dentin (p < 0.09). In middle and deep dentin, however, there was a
significant difference in bond strengths, the cuspids having greater
bond strengths than molars. In middle dentin, cuspids averaged 2.62
MPa and molars recorded 1.20 MPa (I? < 0.03). In deep dentin, cuspid
mean shear bond strength was 1.81 MPa while molars averaged 0.96
MPa (p < 0.04). In general, in vivo 'canine shear bond strengths
across all agents in middle and deep dentin averaged about twice the .
molar bonds.
'~:'
The second hypothesis concerned the effect of the presence or absence
of smear layers on in vivo dentin bond strengths. The clinical
management of the smear layer was accomplished by utilizing
agents which differed in their treatment of the smear layer.
Scotchbond left the smear layer in place; conditioning the .surface
with HEMA also retained the smear layer, but the Scotchbond 2
primer was intended to remove the smear layer. ',['herefore,
Scotchbond and the HEMA pre - treated Scotchbond trials were
grouped together (smear layer present) and compared to Scotchbond
2 (without a smear layer) at the differing remaining dentin
thicknesses. The results show the presence of a smear layer is
counterproductive to establishing high dentin bond strengths at all
depths in vivo. The results are summarized in Table III.
At all levels, the two agents which left the_ smear layer had lower
bond strengths, usually by about half, than the bonds which
removed the smear layer. Homogeneity of the groups of bonding
agents was established using Tukey's Honestly Sigp.ificant
Differences (HSD) test. Homogeneity could be established at the
superficial and middle -levels, but not at the deeper dentin. _In deep
dentin, the analysis of variance showed a significant difference
between agents, but Tukey's test was unable to establish
homogeneity. This was because of a small sample size 'and high

Table ill

Summary of in vivo Dentin Bond Strengths With And Without Smear Layers
At Various Depths
(All Teeth Combined)
Depth

Agent

Average Bond
Strength
(MPa+SD)
(number)

Homogeneous
Groups
p=value

Superficial
Scotchbond LC
·HEMA/Scotchbond

2.2 ± 1.9 (9)
2.4 ± 0.7 (11)

Scotchbond 2

5.9 ± 2.7 (12)

Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond

1.2 ± 0.1 (7)
1.5 ± 0.9 (12)

Scotchbond 2

3.9 ± 2.6 (10)

*
*

·-"-

*

0.00004

*

0.001

--

.... ,.... ---·· -

Middle

*
*

Deep
. : Scotchbond LC
1.1 ± 1.2 (10)
· ·· ./ ·.· HEMA/Scotchborid • .. , · .. 1.3 ± 0.9 (12) .
Scotchbond 2
-. · · · 2.6 ± 2.0 (8) ' ..

** ..
*

• - "'::.. -

~~

f

.. ,,
............
·- ......._,

- •.
~

....

00

0.04

-./

~-- -'-.'
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variance of Scotchbond 2 (The s,ample size was fixed by the
experimental design and the variance was uncontrollable. Therefore,
neither could be changed in an atten;tpt to prove significance.)
Because in vivo Scotchbond 2 bonds were significantly different, (as
seen in Table II) the .average dentin bond strength by tooth type, level
and agent was broken out and shown in Table N. Presenting the
results in this form gives a better picture of the effect of each variable
'
(i.e. tooth type and bonding agent). Again, the molar bonds at all
levels were lower than cuspid bond strengths. All agents showed an
approximate linear decline in dentin bond strength into deeper
dentin, except for the_ HEMA/Scotchbond combination in molars,
which declined in middle dentin but rose to a bond strength which
exceeded the superficial dentin value. This phenomenon can not be
explained by the present statistical model.
The third hypothesis postulated there would be no significant
difference in bonds made.in vivo with and without HEMA to stabilize
the smear layer. Multifactorial analysis of variance and Tukey's
Honestly Significant Differences test (HSD) of bonds made in the
presence of smear layers, with and
without
HEMA, ' showed no
:
.
significant difference at any remaini~g dentin thickness. This
confi~s the null hypothesis. The lack of difference is seen in p values and by the presence homogeneity in Tukey's HSD test as
shown in Table III.
The last hypothesis suggested there would be a difference in in vivo
dentin bond strengths at varying depths of remaining dentin
thickness. The data collection also .permitted the calculation of the
average remaining dentin thickness (in millimeters) for each bond
level. That information was also used to determine the average
' to assign the dentin level (i;e.
percent of remaining dentin thickness
superficial, middle or deep). Only those trials which had bonds at
each of the three levels could be chosen for analysis. This reduced the

'.
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Table W.
}

'

Comparison of in vivo Dentin Shear Bond Strengths
By Tooth type, Agent and Remaining Dentin Thickness

AvemgeDentinBondS~

in MPa + SD (number)

Tooth
Type

Cuspids

Molars

Agent

Superficial

Middle

Deep

I Scotchbond LC
I
IHE~Scotchbond
I
I Scotchbond 2

1.8 ± 1.1
(7)
3.2±1.9
(7)
6.2±2.1
(8)

1.5 ± 0.8
1.7 ± 0.9
(9)
4.5±2.6
(7)

1.2± 1.3
(8)
1.2±0.9
3.1 ± 1.7
(7)

I Scotchbond LC
I
I HEMA/Scotchbond
I
I Scotchbond 2

1.8 ± 0.7
(4)
1.1 ± 0.9
(4)
4.1±4.3
(5)

1.4±0.1
(2)
0.2±0.4
(4)
2.1± 1.9
(4)

0.7 ± 0.5
(4) '
1.5±1.0
(4) :
0.5±0.4
(3)

(8)

(8)

data set by 11 trials.

-'

In vivo bond strengths at differing depths showed a strong difference.
The significance was determined by repeated measures analysis of
variance for the trial number, dentin depth and the bond strength
variables. The significance of the level
., of remaining dentin thickness
was less than 0.0001 (p < 0.0001). For completeness, the excluded
values were analyzed, and there was no bias in the removed values;
tooth type and bonding agent were, approximately proportionately
represented. Tables V and VI su=arize the included and excluded
data, respectively.
Table VII is a convenient sumniary of all the dentin shear bond
strength data by depth, agent and tooth type.
A post hoc test was performed to determine if there was a c;lifference
in surface area which might influence the bond strength
calculations. Immediately after rupture, as many cylinders as
possible were recovered and saved in a vial identified by agent. No
attempt was made to identify tooth type, surface, depth, or any other
variable. Upon conclusion of the experiment, the cylinders were
examined for "flash" or voids and graded on a scale of -4 to +4. Each
numbered category represented a minus (void) or plus (flash) of
approximately 25% of the bond surface area. Examples. of each
category are shown in Figure 13. The categories were then examined
by Chi square analysis. No significant differences in bond surface
area between agents was found. The Chi square results and
supporting data are shown in Table VITI. The mean area of the
HEMA conditioned Scotchbond was slightly, but not significantly,
larger than the other agents, by less than 0.1 square millimeter
(equivalent to about a 3% increase in surface area). Two z:ecovered
cylinders which had voids of category -1, and no other cyl~nders had
voids. Approximately 45% of all samples had the resin confined to the
2.9 = diameter area as intended.

/·

Table V

Repeat Measures Analysis of Variance for Dentin Bond Strengths
at Superficial, Middle and Deep Dentin Depths
(all agents combined)

.. _. _........

~urceofvariation

Sum of Squares

d.f.

Mean Square·

F-ratio

Sig.level

Main Effects

306.11865

26

11.773794

4.289

.0000

Trial

239.60802

2!

9.983667

3.637

.0001

Depth

66.51063

2

33.255316

12.114

.0001

Residual

131.76990

48

2.7452063

Total (Corr.)

437.88855
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Table VI

'.'·

LEGEND:

c
M
HSB
SBO
SBT
Bu
Li

UP
LO
L
R

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Canine
Molar
HemaiScotchbond
Scotchbond LC
Scotchbond 2
Buccal Surface
Lingual Surface
Maxillary Arch
Mandibular Arch
Left Side
Right Side

Table VI

Summary of Trials Excluded From Analysis of Bond Strengths at Various Depths
Tooth Type

Trial Number

Surface

Jaw

Side

SBO

Bu

UP

R

6

c
c

SBT

Li

LO

R

9

M

SBT

Bu

LO

L

12

M

SBO

Li

LO ·

L

13

c
c
c
c
c
c

SBT

Bu

UP

R

sBO

Li

uP

R

SBO

Bu

LO.

R

SBO

Bu

UP

L

HSB

Li

UP

L

SBO

Li

LO

R

1

14
17
27
28
30
34

J/.

Totals 11
·-·.

Bonding Agent

-~

'\~.

.·...._._'

~.--.F... __.':;

-

M

C=8
.-··.:
M=: 3...
·-· .......

.:/·_,- .. .'. ' ... .:'_ .:.

SBO.

HSB = 1
SBO = 7..
-·sBT-::3

~

Li

~·

Bu= 5
;=6
...

Li

~

~.

..
LO
'/ .:..,:

.

.

; .._.'.,.__J.:.'_..;

UP=5
L0=6

...

.. -

.·~

.

R
R,; 7
L:i:4
...
-

00

0\

16.66 ± 8.9

Deep

1.6 ± 1.5
(0- 5.4)
:..

\'~\'.._,

..._/..:

1.8 ± 1.6 (21)

Cuspids

:..-.:...,

~

....

·~

Molars
~-

I
Scotchbond
I
I
HEMA/Scotchbond
. 1.0 ± 0.9 (9)
I
.. - .
--J 1.-·./.;Scotchbond 2 ·

1.05 ± 1.2 (10)
1.3 ± 1.0(12)
2.6 ± 2.0(8)

.'"
---···-

..... -

!:3
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A

B

c

D

Figure 13: Examples of the post hoc bonding surface
area categories.
Cylinder A has a nearly perfect bonding area,
approximately 2. 9 mm in diameter. This is categorized 0.
Cylinder B has a category 1 flash. The bond area is
approximately 25% larger than intended. Cylinder C has
greater than 50% increase in surface area. The last Cylinder,
D, has approximately 75% increase in surface area. (Reflected
light makes visualization in a photograph difficult. The
outlines of the bond surface areas have been enhanced).
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Table VIII

Post Hoc CHI Square Test of Bonding Surface Areas &
Frequency Tabulation by Agent
;

CHI Square Test:

D.F.

CHI Square
5.22248

Significance
0.875829

10

Frequency Tabulations:
Category

Frequency

Relative
Frequency
.,

Scotchbond LC
(n =51)
-1
1
1.96%
0
20
39.22
+1
12
23.53
10
19.61
+2
+3
4
7.84
'4
7.84
+4
(Mean= 1.15686, STD DEV = 1.30188, Median= 1)

'

'

HEMA/Scotchbond LC
(n = 32)
-1
0
0.00%
13
40.63
0
+1
.6
18.75
+2
8
25.00
+3
2
6.25
+4
.3
9.38
(Mean= 1.25, STD DEV = 1.31982, Median= 1)
Scotchbond 2
(n = 43)

-1
1
2.38%
0
21
50.00
+1
.6
14.29
.5
11.90
+2
+3
3
7.14
+4
'6
14.24
(Mean= 1.14286, STD DEV = 1.52334, Median= 0)

-~

00

Quantifying dentin bond strengths as a percentage of enamel bond
strengths has been proposed to facilitate comparisons between
studies (Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987). The in vivo enamel bond
strengths for each agent were measured on the tooth before
beginning the dentin bond strength trials. The results obtained by
multifactorial ANOVA show no significant difference between the
agents in their ability to bond to enamel (p > 0.48). The average
enamel bond strengths are presented,in Table IX.
Table X shows the comparisons of average in vivo dentin shear bond
strengths by agent and RDT, expressed as a percent of the average
enamel bond strength. Scotchbond displayed the lowest percentages
of dentin bond strength, ranging from 19.8 to 9.8%. Pre - treating the
dentin with HEMA increased the percentages at all levels, from 21.2
to 11.3 %. Scotchbond 2, however, .showed the highest percent of
enamel bond at all depths, ranging from 61 to 26%. The in vivo
pattern of declining dentin bond strengths as deep dentin was
approached held for both Scotchbond and Scotchbond 2. The
HEMA/Scotchbond combination repeated the unexplained pattern
discovered in Table IV.
Table XI compares the average in vivo dentin shear bond strengths to
enamel bond strengths according to dentin thickness and tooth type.
The cuspids showed greater percentages of. dentin to enamel bond
strengths, ranging from 36.9 to 16.6%. The molar dentin bonds
demonstrated a lower percentage of enamel bond strengths than the
cuspids (20.4 to 9.3%). The in vivo pattern of decreasing bond
strengths into deeper dentin was maintained in this data
representation.
The experimental design afforded the opportunity to make two other
serendipitous but meaningful" comparisons to other information
presented in t~e literature.
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Table IX
·~

Average in vivo Enamel Bond Strengths By Agent

Agent
(n)

Average
Enamel
Bond (MPa)

Standard
Deviation

Number

Scotchbond LC

10.8

2.6

11

HEMA/Scotchbond

11.4

3.9

12

9.8

2.9

10

Scotchbond 2

p<.5

No significant difference between agents

.,i

.

'

Table X

Comparison of in vivo Enamel & Dentin Shear Bond Strengths by Agent
for all tooth types

Agent

Average Dentin Bond Strength (MPa) of all Teeth
as a Percent of Enamel Bond

Average Enamel
BondlnMPa
(number)

Sunerl'icial
Strength
%

Middle
Strength
%·

Deen
Strength
%

Scotcbbondl.C

10.8 ± 3.9
(12)

2.2 ± 0.7
(9)

19.8

1.5 ± 0.9
(7)

13.5

1.1 ± 1.2
(10)

9.7

HEMA/Scotchbond

11.4 ± 2.6

2.4 ± 1.88

21.2

1.2 ± 1.1
(12)

10.3

1.3 ± 0.9

11.3

3.1 ± 2.6
(10)

31.5

(11)

Scotcbbond2

(11)

. 9.8 ± 2.9
(10)

6.0 ± 2.7
(12)
..

.... ··-·

61.0

(12)

2.6 ± 2.0
(8)

26.5
\0
N

Table XI

Comparison of in vivo Enamel & Dentin Shear Bond Strengths
by Tooth Type for all agents

Tooth
Type

Average Dentin Bond Strength (MPa ± SD)
of all agents by RDT as a Percent of Enamel Bond

Average
Enamel Bond
(number) . , .

Superficial
Strengt\1
%

Middle
Strength
%

Deen
Strength
%

Cuspids

10.9 ± 3.2
(22)

4.0 ± 2.4
(21)

36.9

2.6 ± 2.2
(20)

24.0

1.8 ± 1.6
(21)

16.6

Molars

10.3 ± 3.2
(11)

3.0 ± 3.1
(11)

20.4

1.2 ± 1.5

11.63

1.0 ± 0.9

9.3

(9)

(9)

\0
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In a study of the anatomic variables affecting pulpal involvement in
human restorative procedures, Sta~baugh and Whittrock (1977)
described the combined enamel and dentin thicknesses at defined
and repeatable locations in each type of human tooth. No such data
are available for dog teeth. The need for measurement of the
remaining dentin thickness for bond strength determination~
supplied the information to make comparisons between the combined
enamel and dentin thicknesses on similar surfaces of dog and ·
human cuspids and molars.
The size of the dog teeth studied in this experiment generally
compared to their human counterparts. The dog maxillary cuspids
were between 0.72 and 1.17 mm thinner than their human analogs,
while the mandibular cuspids averaged less than 0.5 mm smaller
and the molars were between 0.02 to 0.08 larger than human teeth.
Also, Wheeler (1976) in his description of the pulp cavities of
permanent human teeth comments that teeth are thicker on their
functional surfaces to resist the- stresses of mastication. The
dimensions obtained by Stambaugh and Whittrock are presente4 for .
comparison with the dimensions obtained from similar locations of
the dog teeth (Table VII. B. IX). While it is. difficult to identify
comparable functional surfaces because of different articulation·
schemes, the results tend to support that authors' assumptions about
the tooth thickness on the functional surfaces of the dog at least for
posterior teeth. With the exception of the buccal aspect of the
maxillary cuspid, the combined enamel and dentin thicknesses of the
presumed working surfaces were thicker on the dogs teeth.
The other facet of information presented in the literature that can be
illuminated by this study is the unsupported statement by veterinary
authors (Evans & Christensen, 1979) that the enamel is thicker on the
functioning surfaces of dog teeth. Because the measurement of the
location of the dentinoenamel junction was obtained as part of this
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experiment, the determination of tp.e enamel thickness by tooth
surface was readily available. Table ',VII. B. X presents the ·enamel
thicknesses by location obtained from ;the data used in this study.
Generally, for the teeth which were studied, that authors'
suppositions are validated by this ex~eriment, especially for posterior
teeth. The enamel was the thickest on the lingual surface of the
mandibular canine, but thinnest on the lingual of the maxillary
canine. The enamel thickness ranged from 0.21 to 0.68 mm. A close up photograph of a crown segment (Figure VII. A. 7) shows the
enamel thickness as well as the internal anatomy of a dog cuspid '
tooth sectioned mesiodistally.

IV. DISCUSSION
As was pointed out in the review of :the literature and rationale for
materials selection, there are very fe;w in vivo experiments to which
these results can appropriately and 'falidly compared. Attempting to·
relate in vivo to in vitro results is probably not justifiable. If such
comparisons are made here, they are done so with caution and
qualification. This study was the first to study some other _conditions
of dentin bonding by methods not heretofore presented, and there are
no analogous restilts for comparison: Additionally, in only one other
study (Pashley et al., 1988) were -bond strengths actually tested in
vivo; other studies (Gray & Burgess, 1989) formed the bond in vivo,
permitted it to mature, and then removed the tooth for invitro bond
strength testing.
The difference in bond strengths b~tween molars and cuspids was
unexpected. There have been no published reports of differences in
bond strengths between tooth types :to suggest any differences. The
' arose from in vivo differences
suggestion of differing bond strengths
in permeability between canines and molars reported by Pashley
Nelson & Pashley, (1981).
This experiment may have clinical application. The results may
explain the apparent clinical success' of anterior bonded composites
and the occasionally reported difficulties encountered in posterior
composite restorations. Perhaps, posterior teeth are wetter than
anterior teeth and their bonds do not form well in the presence of the
dentinal fluid moisture film.
-

'

These results validate the importance of in vivo dentin permeability,
and possible human tooth type ,differences, to bonding. The
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importance of wetting the bonding surface by vital dentinal fluids
with their attendant extracellular co~stituents, such as enzymes and
proteins which could contaminate dentin surfaces, may be more
important to bonding than previously thought. More investigation
using different agents, which are more or less "compatible with wet
surfaces, could further this cimtention. Furthermore, 110
investigation of dentin permeability differences in human tooth types
has been reported to· date in vivo or in vitro. Which of the_ fluid
constituents, if any, is most detrimental to dentin bond strengths .
remains unknown as the experiments were not designed to
investigate that problem.
The presence of smear layers in vitro has beeri thought to produce
bond strengths that were not potentially as high as those achieved
without it. The second hypothesis formed the basis of this in vivo
investigation of the effect of smear layers on dentin bond strengths.
Bond strengths to smear layers in vivo has not been studied. As in
vitro, the presence of smear layers in vivo produced lower bond
strengths than were possible when the smear layer was removed.
This provides some in vivo evidence that smear layers may limit bond
strengths, supporting the in vitro results of others (Tao; PashJ.ey .&
Boyd, 1988).
Apparently, the particles of cutting debris that make up the smear.
layer (Eick, et al., 1970; Tao Pashley & Boyd, 1988) are held, together
and to the underlying dentin by relatively weak forces. Scotchbond is
unable to penetrate the entire smear layer, and bonded only to the
superficial portion of the smear layer (Eick et al., 1989). V/hen the.
bond is stressed to failure, the rupture occurs within the smear
layer, rather than between the Scotchbond and the smear ,layer.
Portions of the smear layer have been found on both dentin and the
Scotchbond, indicating a cohesive failure of the smear layer, (Tao
Pashley & Boyd, 1988) rather than an adhesive failure. U!!ing
Scotchprep (maleic acid in HEMA) to remove the smear layer prior ~o
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' increased the bond strengths
bonding with Scotchbond 2 presumably
by removing the intrinsic weakness of bonding to the cohesively weak
smear layer. Scotchbond 2 bonds were made directly to smear layer free dentin, resulting in higher bond strengths.

The study did not explore the 'possible long - term clinical
consequences of smear layer removal, namely microleakage,
bacterial invasion, higher caries incidence and hypersensitivity.
Also, this study did not answer whether the smear plugs remained
in the tubules in vivo after priming
2 Primer
. with the Scotchbond
.
(Retief et al., 1988b; Gwinnett, 1989). These. questions are worthy of
further investigation.
The use of 35% 2 - hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) as a
conditioning agent with Scotchbond did not significantly improve
bond strengths in this study. This is in contrast to the positive effect o.f
HEMA in Gluma (TMJ reported by Pashley, et al. (1988) in vivo and
others in vitro (Munksgaard & Asmussen~ 1985; MunksgaarcJ,Irie &
Asmussen, 1985; Munksgaard et al., 1985). (GLUMA is composed of
an aqueous mixture of 35% HEMA in 3% glutaraldehyde.) The shear
bond strengths of HEMA/Scotchbond reported in this study are less
than one third those reported by Pashley et al. (1988). HEMA in
GLUMA bond strengths were 8.33 MPa + 0.39 standard error of the
mean (SEM) verses HEMA/Scotchbond bond strengths of 2.4 MPa ±.
0.13 (SEM) in this study.
The difference between these two sttidies was that Pashley et al. used
HEMA mixed in glutaraldehyde rather than just HEMA alone, as
used in this study. Collectively, these results may reinforce the
concept of bonding proposed by Asmussen and Munksgaard
(Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1984a; Munksgaard & Asmussen, 19.85)
that glutaraldehyde and HEMA function in synergistic
interdependence, but not alone. Perhaps, this study used thi_cker
layers of bonding agent, ·which can weaken shear bond strengths
(Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987).

!·

It is interesting that the Scotchbond values obtained in both in vivo
studies were nearly identical: 2.2 MPa ± 0.23 (SEM) for superficial_
dentin of all cuspid surfaces in this experiment verses 2.2 MPa ± 0.24
'
(SEM) reported by Pashley et al. (1988).

bond strengths,
but did not
HEMA reduced the variability of most
'
. .
significantly improve them. If it did permeate the smear layer and
stabilize it to the underlying dentin as hypothesized, it did so only
weakly. The mode of operation of HEMA was not studied in this
project. That it did reduce variabilities by reduced standard
deviations (Table VII) may show some promise for increasing
bonding reliability, and that should warrant further investigation.
The most troublesome result of this study is the one that confirms our
worst suspicions; that bonds to deep dentin are weaker and more
unreliable than bonds to more superficial dentin. This is especially
bothersome because the results are from an in vivo model. Now, we
can no longer dismiss weak, unreliable bonds as in vitro
experimental artifact. The magnitude of bond strengths obtained in
this experiment are for the most part insufficient to restrain
polymerization shrinkage in deep cavity preparations with. two or
more walls. This should cause clinicians to either place mechanical
retention in preparations or modifY their preparations so there are
fewer walls with less acute angles (Hansen & Asmussen, 1985b;
Asmussen & Munksgaard, 1988). Incremental placement may be
beneficial, but was not studied in this experiment. Investigation of in
vivo microleakage is a logical extension of this work. Perhaps, these
problems can be overcome by developing stronger bonding agents or
restorative composites with less polymerization shrinkage.
Low deep dentin bond strengths lend credibility to post - insertion
hypersensitivity theories, and could confirm why some clinically
placed composite restorations are sensitive to occlusal forces. In all
probability, based on this study, restorations bonded to deep denti?

'

.
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cavities with four walls have or will ,have failed to remain bonded tri
the dentin due to the polymerization contraction forces exceeding the
bond strength, pulling the restoration off the walls. The dentinal
fluid could then seep under the. restoration, creating a fluid
reservoir. Flexure of the composite ~estoration under occlusal forces'
is possible because of their low modulus of elasticity. If the '
restoration flexes, the pool of dentinal fluid in a cavity still sealed by a
successful enamel bond could act as a hydraulic piston, forcing the
fluid toward the pulp, producing hydrodynamically - induced pain.
While it has been pointed out that direct comparisons between studies ·
may not be valid, the low bond strengths obtained in this study are a
concern. The bond strengths are lower than other investigators
obtained in vitro or in vivo (See Tables B.VII and B.VIII).
Unfortunately, there was no way in this experiment to identify what
factors may be operating to produce the overall low bond strengths.
(A critique of the model, methods and possible sources of error will
follow.)
)
Comparison of the ratio of dentin bonds to enamel bonds (by
percentage) is one method of internal control and cross comparison ·
suggested by Munksgaard and Asmus.sen (1987). Those comparisons
were made on the results section ·of this study. The enamel bond
strengths obtained in this investigation were lower than most in vitro
values. Conversely, there are no comparable in vivo values reported.
Theoretically, lower enamel bond strengths should result in higher
percentages, making the dentin bonds appear more favorable.
There may be a foundation for critique of this method of comparison.
Dentin bonding conditioners and primers are not intended for use as·
enamel bonding etchants. Their pH is not low enough to be effective.
'
(The pH of the agents are buffered. Present
consensus is that acid pre·
- treatment of dentin is not histologically acceptable because of
possible pupal irritation. Therefore, most dentin bonding primers are
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only slightly acidic.) Orthophosphoric acid, a stronger acid, must be
used as an enamel etchant, and that might (hypothetically) account
for some of differences (Most dentin bonding agents are, in fact, used
as enamel bonding agents, and the bonds achieved seem to be
clinically satisfactory. This may not remain so as our sophistication
for bonding to organic dentin improves.)
;

The strengths of enamel bonds are achieved by micromechanical
interlocking into enamel microporosities. Certain properties for
optimum bond strengths are designed into enamel bonding agents
and sealants. These may not be the same properties for dentin
bonding agents because other different properties may be more
desirable for adhesion to dentin.
For example, a dentin bonding agent might not be able to easily enter
the enamel microporosities (by capillary attraction) possibly because
of too high viscosity, high surface tension or high contact angle
(Asmussen, 1977a). Some dentin bonding agents might be unable to
absorb entrapped air in the microporosities, which appears to be
necessary for complete adaptation of the agent to the enamel
(Asmussen, 1917b).
Additionally, there are differing etching philosophies regarding acid
concentrations, how that concentration is determined (weight or
volume,) form of application (gel or liquid,) etching time and whether
or not the acid is agitated or not durfng enamel etching. This should
be standardized for dentin - enamel bond ratio comparisons to be
i.
valid.
What deleterious effect any acid residual in the microporosities may
have on the dentin bonding resins i~ unknown (The behavior of most
dentin bonding products in acidic environments have not been
investigated because of the undesirability of aCid contacting the

'•
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dentin, cited above.) The increased sirrface energy of the acid etched
enamel may effect the ability of some resins to form a chemical bond,,
but that also is presently not known.
To what extent those dentin bonding agents which are hypothesized
to chemically unite with dentin organic constituents are able to so in,
enamel remains speculative. Intuition suggests potentially.low
enamel bonds for these agents because of the lack of organic material
available in enamel.
The enamel bond strengths attained by dentin bonding agents in
general therefore may be lower than what could be achi~ved by an
appropriate enamel bonding agent. A lower enamel bond value
favors a higher ratio of dentin bonding, and a misleading
comparison is made (Using an enamel bonding agent would increase
the potential enamel bond strengths but would invalidate the
comparison.)
'j
The post hoc study of the recovered buttons was helpful in validating
the uniformity of bond surface areas. The lack of a statistically
significant difference in bond surface areas makes comparisons
between agents valid. There is no other reported post - hoc study of
bonding surface areas to compare these results to. The statistical
significance must be interpreted with caution because of, unequal
sample sizes caused by erratic cylinder recovery rates, and t~e wide
range of surface areas represented by each arbitrary measurement
category (i.e. 25%). Possibly, a more strict surface area categoriza.tion
system would be more utilitarian in proving this point _in future
investigations.
While the bonding surface areas were consistent for all agents, 50 to
60 percent of all bonds by all agents had a slightly larger surface
areas than intended. Larger bond surface areas reduce the actual
dentin bond strengths (Surface area is the denominator in the
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general formula for bond strength. See the review of Bondjng, in the
Introduction, Subsection 6.) The actual dentin bond strength results
may be even lower than reported because of larger than anticipated
composite bonding areas caused by flash around the base, of the
cylinder. This may be about 3%.
The experimental method may have: valid criticisms. It was difficult
to keep the enamel sites both flat and about 3 mm wide. The thiil dog
enamel on very round surfaces caused an occasional perforation
through the enamel into the dentin,. and the loss of an enamel .bond
trial. Altogether, three such trials were lost; two cuspid trials (one
each on buccal and lingual surfaces) and one molar lingual surface.
The diamond burs used for surface preparation tended to clog up
readily with abraded dentin and had to be cleaned frequently. F.igure
14 shows a clogged diamond bur. Several times during the
preparation for each tooth, the diamonds had to be cleaned with a
"Cleaning Stone" (Premier Dental, Norristown PA). After each day,
the individual burs were placed in a ultrasonic bath in a glass vial
containing full strength Versa - Clean (No. 04-342, Allied Corp.,
Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, P A) for 15 min, rinsed in water and
dried. Clogged diamonds probably will not create the same smear
layer as a freshly cleaned or new burs.
Preparing a flat dentin bonding site was difficult after us~g t~e
depth limiting diamond. To remove the wavy surface topography left
by the depth limiting diamond, the finishing diamond J:;lad to be
alternately passed across the surface at right angles to the preceding .
passes. Changing orientation of the bur for perpendicu,J.ar passes
caused problems keeping the bonding site both in the gingival ~ne
third and flat.
::
Maintaining the cylinder tight against the tooth relied only on gloved
finger nail pressure. This may not have been consistent from ~ay - to,
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Figure 14: A clogged diamond bur.
During preparation, the dentin would often clog up the
diamond abrasive. The bur had to be cleaned frequently to
assure production of a consistent surface profile and smear
layer.

. l
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- day or from tooth - to - tooth,especially where access was a problem,
viz, the lingual aspect of mandibular molars. If the surface was not
flat, completely adapting the cylinder base to the tooth was not
., .\,
possible.
The above two reasons probably '·explain the slightly larger than
'
intended bonding surface areas fotmd on the post - hoc test of bond
surface area.
Erickson, Glasspoole and Retief (1989) recently determined there was
a ·significant increase in bond strengths when the agents , were
spread out over the entire prepared surface verses being confined
within the bonding area. In this experiment, the entire bond area·
was coated prior to cylinder placement.
There are several methods used to shear bonded cylinders off dentin:
a blunt blade, a wedge and a wire cable loop. The cable loop has been
shown to be the most accurate method for testing shear bond
strengths (Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987; Erickson, Glasspoole &
Retief, 1989). The loop, when placed at the base of the cylinder,
permits uniform application of the debonding force.
The modulus of elasticity of the restorative composite can also
influence the shear bond strengths (Munksgaard & Asmussen, 1987;
Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief, 1989). Resins with higher moduli tend
to deform less, causing rupture of the bond at higher force
applications. "Peeling" of the bond can occur with lowfilr moduli
materials at lower force values. Higher bond strengths have been
reported with P- 30, a resin bonded microfilled posterior. composite
with a higher modulus than for Silux, whose modulus is low~r
(Product Profile, Scotchbond 2, 3M Dental Materials Division, St
~ul.~).
)
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Both this work and its antecedent (Pashley et al., 1988) measured
early bond strengths. Almost all laboratory studies report 24 hour
bond strengths after storage in either ambient temperature or 37 C
water. A few studies (Finger & Ohsawa, 1987; Aquilino, Williams &
Leary, 1987; Retief et al., 1988a; Pashley et al., 1988; Erickson,
Glasspoole & Retief, 1989) have reported the effect of time on shear
bond strengths. The results indicate some agents gain strength over
24 hours (O'Brien Retief & Bradley, 1987; Finger, 1988) while others
decrease in bond strengths (Newman, Porter & Szojka, 1987).
Early bond strengths, it can be argued, are more important since
they represent forces available to resist the forces of polymerization
contraction. Further, they indicate the true value of the bond
strengths, uncomplicated by subsequent changes produced by water
sorption of the composite material. While future bond studies should
be done to test the longevity of in vivo dentin bonds, the present design
has yielded (and if repeated, could continue to produce) much useful
information.
The suitability of the dog as a model may be subject to question. Most
significant I)lay be the reported analogy of human and dog tubule
densities and the consequences of dentinal fluid movement.
Comparative tubule densities of dentin in dog and man was reported
for middle dentin oilly in the Forssell - Alberg article (1975). The
analogy was not questioned in later permeability and bonding articles
(Pashley et al., 1981; Pashley Nelson & Pashley, 1981; Pashley et al.,
1984; Pashley et al., 1988). Re -.examining Forssell- Alberg's earlier
reported data and Garberoglio & Briinnstrom's (1976) work on
human dentin has yielded surprising results. Table VII. B. XI
compares reported and recalculated diameters, densities and percent
surface areas occupied by the tubule lumina of both man and dog.

l(J7
While the superficial dentin tubule surface areas are comparable,
there is a trend toward doubling the tubule density in the dog's
middle dentin. In deep dentin and at the pulpal wall, the dog has a
greater density of tubules compared to those of the human (Table
VII. B. XI). Increased dentinal tubule surface area actually reduces
the amount of intertubular and p"eritubular dentin available for
bonding. Therefore, reduction of intertubular dentin surface ~ea,
increased permeability and consequent increased surface wetnesfl,
could be potentially greater in dog dentin than in human dentin. ..
This may be responsible for the lower bond strength results obtaiped
from this in vivo dog study compared to in vitro human
investigations. This information was not known before beginning the
experiment. Comparative rates of surface wetting by dentinal fluid in
vivo for dog or human have not been reported (Fluid flow rates in,
vitro for human teeth have been calculated and were reviewed in the
section on permeability.) Although smear layers and smear plugs
obturate dentinal tubules, the wetness of smear layers may be
proportional to the density ofthe underlying dentinal tubules.
The anatomic measurement of dog tooth gross dimensions could be
useful to future studies. There are many arguments which favor the
dog as a model for human teeth. The total tooth thickness of ~og teeth
is comparable to human teeth (Stambaugh & Whittrock, 1977) as seen
in Table VII. B. IX. The mandibular cuspids and molars compare
most favorably in man and dog. The dog's maxillary cuspids appear
to have slightly less dentin thickness than human maxillary cuspids.
The determination of the enamel thickness may have a useful
application to future enamel bonding projects. The determination of
total tooth thickness and dentin thickness could be useful in guiding
subsequent investigators in reproducing this work.
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There were a number sources of error in the conduct of the
experiments and in technique. The most obvious was the possibility of
measurement error. The arrangement of the adjacent teeth,
especially the molars, often obstructed precise and repeatable tooth
thickness measurements. Occasionally, a nearby interfering tooth
had to be reshaped to obtain a consistent measuring position.
Changing the plane of reference 'can dramatically change the
measurement.
The determination and management of zero bonds is probably the ·
next most important source of error. Occasionally, a difficult
judgment cil.ll had to be made to decide what was a minimum bond
strength measurement or a no - bond. Generally, if the bond could
only resist the placement and adjusting of the test apparatus, it was
considered a minimum bond. Minimal bond strengths were reported
by weighing only the cable and shot container. Minimum bonds
represent the lowest measurable bond strength within the
constraints of the testing apparatus. If the bond failed before the
initial cable placement, it was recorded as a zero bond. Zero bonds
were shown to be the chief source of variance in one .experiment
(McGuckin & Pashley, 1989).
These two sources of error have a direct bearing on the statistical
manipulation of the bond strength measurements.
There was undoubtedly some variability in the alignment of the bond
testing apparatus, causing the forces to be applied in an other than a
perpendicular direction. Of all the potential errors, this was easiest
to visualize and correct. Slight ~djustments of the apparatus
occasionally resulted in a premature bond failure. These were
recorded as minimum bonds as mentioned above.
Another source of variance is the· shear test apparatus and its
method of use. To attain uniformity, the test specimen and device
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must be immobile; unfortunately, this is difficult to achieve in vivo. A
major factor was the inability to completely stabilize the animal's
head for bond testing, while simultaneously maintaining a patent,
intubated airway. There were varying degrees of bodily movement in
each bond measurement. Cable stretch between the specimen and
the machine was minimized by replacing a segment of cable with
chain, which could not stretch. Conversely, doing so increased the ·
"dead weight" of the testing device, raising the minimum detectable
bond strength test.
Because the dog was both opposite the operator and upside down the
possibility of recording a transposed left/right, maxilla/mandible
designation may have occurred: This was checked and corrected as
necessary in the data entry and manipulation stages.
Theoretically, dentin bonds could be improved by acco=odating the
physical properties of dentin. There could be several approaches. For
example, if the system were to rely solely on diffusion, the resin
should be compatible with water and dentinal fluid ari.d be of low
molecular weight and highly concentrated. These properties would
facilitate its diffusion into water- filled dentinal tubules as well as
microporosities that seem to exist in both intertubular and
peritubular dentin. Since diffusion is a slow process, application
would take several minutes. The setting time of the resin would have
to acco=odate the time needed for diffusion. This method has not
been investigated. The time required for diffusion may be a clinical ·
drawback. Removal of the smear laye~ and plugs is a prerequisite for
this concept to bring the resins physically closer to the dentin matrix
so that diffusion can take place into vital dentin, rather than into a
weak, nonvital smear layer.

An alternative approach would be to accelerate movement of resins
into dentin by filtration. This would require the application of an
external hydrostatic pressure to the resin. Some type of superficial

.
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seal would be necessary to infiltrate the resin into the dentinal '
tubules. Little investigation has been done in this area. When
clinicians over- fill a cavity preparation and then press on a covering
matrix, they are imposing a hydrostatic force. Possibly, drying the
liquid adhesive with a stream of air before polymerizing indirectly
creates such a force on the liquid surface.
These conjectures are made simply to complete the discussion of the ·
role of dentin in bonding. They have not been tested in this study, but
they may be in future experiments on dentin bonding.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this experiment, dogs were used as models for in vivo testing of
several conditions affecting dentin 'bond strengths. The literature
regarding dentin as a biologic tissue, its components, morphology,
and physical properties and as a bonding substrate were reviewed..·
Other factors relevant to dentin bonding were reviewed: namely,
dentinal fluid and its pressure, dentin permeability, the smear layer
and a description of the important concepts of the bonding process.
The model, materials and me~hod were presented and justified.
In conclusion, there are significant broad implications of the results
of this investigation using the dog as an in v.ivo model and the
application of the results to clinical dentistry. Additional areas have
been identified where more research should be accomplished to
further our understanding of concepts of dentin bonding.
In perspective, the magnitude of the problem of attaining a strong,
reliable bond to dentin is such that, since being proposed by
Buonocore in 1956, we now have improved materials and techniques,
but we still have more to accomplish before clinically reliable and
acceptable dentin bonds become routine. The dog, even with the
problems outlined above, seems to be a useful experime,ntal model
that should be utilized as an intermediate step between laboratory
testing and human clinical trials.

Although the absolute shear bond strength values of the results were
lower than expected, they support the research hypotheses. The
results are summarized as follows:
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1. There is a difference in shear bond strengths to dentin by
type of tooth. This becomes more important in deeper dentin. The
lower bond strengths shown by molars may be related to their greater
permeability, which allows greater surface wetting with dentinal.,
fluid that may contain energy lowering contaminants (The
experiment was not designed to test: the effects of contamiJJ.ants on
dentin bond strengths.)

2. The presence of smear layers limit bond strengths to dentin.
Shear bond strengths obtained with the agent selected for this study
that removed the smear layer (Scotchbond 2) were almost twice as
great as those obtained with the agents and treatments w~ch left the
smear layer in situ. These resUlts confirm the intrinsic weakness of
the smear layer in vivo.
3. Using 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) as an
alternative method to stabilize the smear layer was largely
unsuccessful. It failed to significantly increase dentin bond strengths
compared to smear layers which were not pretreated. HEMA did
reduce the variability of results within groups, however. It can be
assumed that either (a) the HEMA did not penetrate the smear layer
or (b) it did so only weakly, and was· therefor unable to reinforce· the
intrinsic weakness of the smear layer (The experiment was not
designed to test this assumption in greater.detail than was stlj.ted, at
the outset.)
J
4. The most significant result was the demonstration in vivo
that bonds to deep dentin are weaker and more unreliable than bonds
to more superficial dentin. The magnitude of the reduced bond.
strength varied with each experimental agent. Low dentin bond
strengths to deep dentin is cause for clinical concern.
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CONSTITUENTS OF :HUMAN DENTIN
(A) BY VOLUME % AND (B) BY WEIGHT %
After Linde (1984)

B. WEIGHT%

A. VOLUME %

1m Water

[ill Water 28%
&g Organic 22%
~ Inorganic 50%

.8-16% ·
IS2 Organic 18%
~ Inorganic 69% as
calcium phosphate

·,

Figure VII. A. 1: Constituents of human dentin by
volu~e percent and weight percent. (after Linde, 1984)
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ORGANIC COMPONENTS OF ERUPTED
PERMANENT HUMAN DENTIN (gm%)
After Eastoe (1963)

~

Glycine 25.1%

1!!!1 Alanine 10.5%

llll! Hydroxyproline -13.8%
!!:a Pro_line 13.9°/~
El Glutamic Acid 11.3%

0

Lysine 3.54%

• Hydroxylysine 1.42%
11111

·constituents ·of Collagen 63.3%

Aspartic Acid 7.6%

II Arginine

8.6%

E1 Others

4.24%

Figure VII A. 2: Organic components of erupted
permanent human dentin (after Eastoe, 1963). The asterisks
indicate the amino acid components of collagen.
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.COMPOSITE
MICROLEAKAGE

~-~~-......,'

COMPETING FORCES IN A BONDED RESTORATION

Figure VII A.
restoration.

a:

The competing forces within a bonded

The dentin is shown stratified into the superficial,
middle and deep regions. The arrows in dentin show the
relative magnitude of the bond strengths. The arrows in the
composite restoration show only the directionality of the
polymerization contraction.

'.
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CARNASSIAL

TOOTH"

4

Figure VII.A~
The functional arti~ulation of dog
dentition (after Evans & Christensen, 1979)
This inferior view shows: the mandibular teeth heavily
outlined and shaded. The carnassial and first molar teeth are
identified. The dental formula ' is 3 incisors, 1 cuspid (canine) 4
premolars in each arch, 2 maxillary molars and 3 mandibular
molars.
·I

..'
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. . .:i
-

'

~

Upper 4th premolar
(the carnassial tooth)

Lower 1st: molar

''

''I

Figure VII. A 5: Medial view of the articulation ofthe
dog mandibular first molar (a{ter Hamilton in Sisson &
Grossman, 1967)
The shearing action of the carnassial tooth can be
visualized. The dimorphism between the maxillary and
mandibular first molars is readily apparent.
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DENTIN BONDING PROTOCOL

'
SCOTCHBOND

HEMA PRIMED SCOTCHBOND

SCOTCHBOND 2

.·;'
30 s HEMA
APPLICATION

30 S PRIMER
APPliCATION

I

(VIGOROUS RUBBING)

I

10 s AIR DRY

10 s AIR DRY

I

..

MIX RESIN
&liQUID

MIX RESIN
&liQUID

I

I
APPLY

I
APPLY

~INGLE,

ADHESIVE

~INGLE,

THIN COAT

APPliCATION

I

THIN COAT

I

I

EVAPORATE
SOLVENT

DISTRIBUTE WITH
AIR TO THIN LAYER

EVAPORATE
SOLVENT

I

I

10 sliGHT CURE

10 s LIGHT CURE

~

I

20 s LIGHT CURE

~

rosmaN c;:YLINDER.
ADDSILUX

I
I
30m MATURATION
I'
SHEAR TEST
I
SAVE CYliNDER
40 s liGHT CURE

I

Figure VII. A 6: Bonding protocol:
This list abbreviates the sequence and conditions of
application of the bonding systems described in this
experiment.
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Figure VII. A. 7: Bucco - lingual section of a dog
mandibular cuspid.
The almost uniform thickness of enamel is seen in the
close up of this section. The pulpal morphology is also shown.

VII. Appendix (continued)
B. Tables not shown in the Text.
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Table VII. B. I
'

,;

Organic Components of Dentin
(approx. dry weight%)

Collagen
Citrate
Lipids
Non-Collagenous Matrix

*

18.0

0.9
o:33
1.6 *
20.83

The Noncollagenous Matrix Is Composed Of:
Glucosaminoglycans
(Chondroitin Sulfate)
Glycoproteins
· Peptides
Serum Proteins
Unaccounted For·

After Jenkins, 1978a

12.0
46.0
4.2
2.6
35.0

..
i
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Table VIL :B.n

Table of Conversion Factors
'!

To

To CoNvERT FRoM

MULTlPLY BY

Foret
newtons

pounds

2.2046
9.807

lc.ilogrnms force

0.~536

newtons
kilograms force

~-~8

kilograms force
kilograms force
pounds
pounds
newtons

newtons

poun_cb

0.1020
0.2248

Foret per unit atttJ
psi
psi
kg/ern'

MPa(MN/m'l
kg/em'
MPa(MN/m')

kg! em'

pSi

MN/tn=

psi

MN/m'

kg/em'

Sl Uni<>

-newton
MN - megancwton
N

Pa -pascal
MPa- mega pascal

0.006895
0,0703
0.09807
14~2233
145.0
10.1968

·:
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Table VII B. ill

Eruption of Canine Dentition

Deciduous
Incisors

DI 1 4-5wk
DI 2 4-5wk
DI 3 4-6wk

Canines

DC 1 3-4wk

Permanent
I1 2-5 mo
· !2 2-5 mo
!3 4-5 mo
(Most Breeds)
C 4-6mo

Premolars DP 1 4-8 wk
DP 2 4-Swk
DP 3 4-Swk

P1
P2
P3
P4

Molars

M1 5-6mo
M2 U-5-6mo
L4.5-7mo
M3 6-7mo

4-5mo
5-6mo
5-6mo
4-6mo

Adapted from Sisson & Grossman, 1967, Miller &
Christensen, 1979, and Farandson, 1981.

Table VII. B. IV
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Experimental :Design
Dog
Number

Dog A

DogB

Doge

Tooth
Number

Agent

Identification
Number

Clb
Cll
C2b
C2l
C3b
C31
C4b
C41

Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond

1
2
3
4

M1b
Mll
M2b
M21

Scotchbond 2
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond LC
Scotchbond LC

9
10
11
12

Clb
Cll
C2b
C2l
C3b
C31
C4b
C41

Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

M1b
Mll
M2b
M21

HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond

Clb
Cll
C2b
C2l
C3b
C31
C4b
C41

HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

M1b
Mll
M2b

Scotchbond 2
Scotchbond LC
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

M2l

5
6
7
8

m
21
22
23

24
25
26
'Zl

28
2}

ro
31
32
33
34

35
36

'

·'

.
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Table VII. B. V a

Summary of Trials
-:~

DOG'~"

F.namel

Dentin
Tooth Type
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

Cuspid
3
3
2

Molar
2
1
1

Cuspid
1
1
1

Molars

Canines
Surface
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

Buccal
2
1
1

Lingual
1
2
1

Molar
1
1
1

Buccal
1
0
1

Lingual
1
1
0

DOG "B"

F.namel

Dentin :
Tooth Type
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

Cuspid
3
2
3

Molar
1
2
1

Cuspid
1
1
1

Molars

Canines
Surface
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond

Buccal
1
1
2

Lingual
2
1
1

·Molar
1
1
1

Buccal
1
1
0

Lingual
0

1
1
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Table B.Vb
Su=ary of Trials
(continued)

DOG"C"
Dentin
Tooth Type
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

Cuspid
2
3
3

Molar
1
1
2

Enamel
Cuspid
1
1
1

Molars

Canines
Surface
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

Buccal
1
2
1

Lingual
1
1
2

;

ci
;

'

Molar
1
1
1

Buccal
0

1
1

Lingual
1
0

1
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Table VII. B.VI

Design Summary
Enamel

Dentin
Tooth-Type

Cuspid

Dog
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2

ABC
3 3 2
3 2 3
2 3 3

Total

T
8
8
8

Molar
ABC
2 11
1 2 1
11 2

24

T
4
4
4

ABC
111
111
111

12

Buccal

Dog
Scotchbond
HEMA/Scotchbond
Scotchbond 2
Total

ABC
2 11
11 2
1 2 1

T
4
4
4

T
3
3
3

ABC
111
111
1 11

9

Canines
Surface

Molar··

Cuspid

T
3
3
3
9

Molars

Lingual

ABC
1 2 1
2 11
11 2

T
4
4
4

12

12
_,

'

Buccal
ABC
11 0
0 11
1 0 1

T
2
2
2
6

_.Lingual
ABC
1 0 1
11 0
0 11

T
2
2
2
6

.,

Table VII. B. VII.

Legend:
=
()
=
SBA =
SBL =
B
=
0
=
L
=
=
*
** =
=

-

.•.

Not reported
Obscure in report, SBA or SBL
ScotchbondCTM) (Autopolymerizing)
Scotchbond LcCTM) (Light Activated)
Buccal Surface
Occlusal Surface
Longitudinal Sectional (presumably sagittal) ·
In Vitro
In Viuo
Approximate (obtained from a graph or chart)

References cited in Table:
[1]
.[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[10]
[11]
[12]

Bunker, 1983
Chan, Reinhardt & Jensen, 1984
Barkmeier, 1985
Mitchem & Gronas, 1986
Stanford, Sabri & Jose, 1985
Asmussen & Bowen, 1986
Elides, Caputo & Vougiouklakis, 1985
Finger & Ohsawa, 1989
Chan, Reinhardt & Schulein, l985
Chan, Reinhardt & Boyer, 1985
Pashley et al., 1988

Table VII. B. VII
Summary of Some Reported Bond Strengths for Scotchbond(TMJ
Enamel

Dentin

AsReoorted

MPa

AsReoorted

MPa .

40 kg/cm2
36.24 kg/cm2
7.7 ± 6.6 psi
4.85 ± 4.1 kg/cm2
4.53 ± 5.4 kg/cm2

3.92
3.55
0.053 ±0.045
0.48
0.44.
8.0-8.9
7.4

144 kg/cm2

14.12

50.9± 14psi

0.351±0.09

7.4 MN/mm2
8 MN/mn2

-45 ± -6 kg/cm2

-58 ± -8 kg/cm2
79.5 ± 21.1 kg/cm2
36.8 ± 7.9 kg/cm2

Agents
Bonding

(SBA)
(SBA)
(SBA)
SBA
SBL
SBA
SB

RestOrative

,.

-Silar
-- .
P-30
P-30
Silux

Uication

· B Bovine
..
B.Human
(Human)
·B Human
B Human
o Human ·

--

-- -

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[4] · . .

,.
,.

..

. ..

SB

-

3.8±2.0
-4.41±-0.1
-2.7±-1.0to
-3.9 ± -1.1
-5.69 ± -0.78

SBA
SBA
SBL

Silux
P-30

-- --- -L Human
-- --

SBL

P-30

L Human

7.8±2.01
3.61 ± 0.77 · ~//o
2.20
2.19

SBL
SBA
SBL
SBL

Silux
. Silux
Silux
Silux

0 Human
Human
B Dog*
B Dog**

·'··~O

:. •

[51 ····· · · · ·· .... ·· ... ····,;

·.;~~

[5]•

,,

?i

Cited In

8

-

Ref.

. &SpOOie~

[5]

Cited In
[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]
Cited In
[10]
[11]
[12]
[12]

0\

tv
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Table VII. B. VITI

Some Reported Values of Scotchbond 2 (TMJ Bonds to Dentin

MPa

Composite

Silux

8.7 ±4.4

L>cation & Species

BHuman
(Stangel & Nguyen, 1989)

Silux

6.0

B Bovine
(Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief, 1989)

16.9

P-30

B Bovine
(Erickson, Glasspoole & Retief, 1989)

Silux

-12.5 ±3.0

OHuman
(Monaghan et al., 1988)

3.5 + 1.6

Silux

--Human
(Retief, et al., 1988)

Legend:
-- =
B =

0 =
-=

.::
Not Clear: from Reference
Buccal dentin
Occlusal dentin
Approximate (obtained from a chart or graph)

Table VII. B. IX

Comparisons of Remaining Dentin Thickness (RDT)
Between Dog & Human
Average Dentin Thickness (mm ± SD)
(number)

JSMQLARS

CUSPIDS

Buccal
·---~·-······

··--'- · ·-···-

Maxillary

Mandibular

Mandibular

2.8 ± 0.2
(27)

2.7±0.2*
(28)

3.0 ± 0.2 *

(4)

Human-·--~---···

·~-·-' -·~ ·--~--- ·.:

Lingual

Buccal

3.0 ± 0.2 *
(27)

2.9 ± 0.3
(28)

2.4 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.2

2.2 ± 0.2*

3.0 ± 0.4*

(6)

..

-- ....,.

(4)

(6)

(6)

Dog

Lingual

-·~·

__ ,_.

1.9 ± 0.4*

(6)

Legend:

*

2.5 ± 0.5

(6)

_t_·-~_--,

..-/

2.5 ± 0.2

(6)

......
~
= Functional (Working) Surface

Table Vll. B. X

Enamel Thicknesses At Various Locations Of Dog Teeth
Average Thickness (mm ± SD)
(number)

MOLARS.

CUSPIDS

........... • ...

Buccal
Lingual

Maxillary

Mandibular

Mandibular

0.3 ± 0.1

0.5 ± 0.2 *

0.6 ± 0.3 *

(6)

(6)

(6)

0.2 ± 0.1*

0.7 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

(6)

(6)

.,.!.~ ..

(6)

Legend:

*
__ ;:. ~-- ll .

= Functional (Working) Surface

;.....

8:
••

. -· ·'..
I'

.......

i
. !

'i

-

.·,
;

..
Table VII. B. XI (continued)
Legend:
Diameter
Density
%Surface
:.· % Surface

=

=
=

=

*=

Mean I. (range)
x 10 3 tubules/mm 2
Occupied by Tubule Lumina
N pi (D/2) 2 after Pashley (1984) & Forssell Alberg (1975) Ir 2 N-10,000
data obtained from dog cuspids only
(n. unknown)
data obtained from mean values of
24 premolar!!, 5 molars & 1 incisor (n = 30)

Table VII. B. XI

Comparison of Dental Tubule Diameters, Densities & % Surface Areas
Occupied by Tubules in Dog & Man
Dog*
Location
. -- .-

.

..

"

·•·

,..

~

' •

Diameter
-.

-

~--·-

-<.~--

-

Density

•.

Human+

Percent
Luminal
Surface

Diameter

Density
-···- ..

Percent
Luminal
-··-

Surface

Dentinoenamel
junction
{3.1 - 3.5mm)

0.7
(0.3- 1.0)

24

0.92

0.8
(0.5- 1.2)

19
(10- 25)

1.0
(0- 2.3)

HalfDistance
from pulp
{1.6 - 2.0mm)

1.3
(0.8- 1.9)

43

1.1
(.08- 1.6)

3)

(35- 56)

5.7
(1.8- 15.9)

(12- 47)

2.9
(1. -9.0)

50 - 100 microns
from Pulp
{1.6 - l.Omm)

1.9
(1.3: 2.3)

74
(71-77)

20.98
(9.4- 32.0)

1.6
(1.0- 1.6)

38
(16- 47)

7.6
(1- 9.0)

Pulpal Wall {Omm)

2.1
(1.4- 3.6)

00
(76 -105)

31.17 .
(16.2- 77.4) . '

2.5
(2.0- 3.2)

,_):.il.'~..l .•

:

.

- ... f.,

.. ...

.

22.1

45
..

(30-52)

. -· ·' ·- .___ ···-·· -=..:,.· ··-···-- ·-··

(9-43)

......

0\
0\

·'''

'

j

.,'
VII. Appendix (continued)
·;·'

C. Attachment 1: ·'

!

Copy of the approval letter from the Committee on
Animal Use for Research and Education, Medical
College of Georgia, dated January 3rd, 1989.

,

.. '
I

.

'
'
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'1

I

~MCG

Medical College of Georgia
Augusta, Georgia 30912-4810
Office of Grants and Contracts
(404) 721-2592

January 3, 1989

)

MEMORANDUM

'

TO:

Dr. David H. Pashley

FROM:

Carolyn Lineberry, Secretary
Committee on Animal Use for Research and Education

SUBJECT:

Animal Use Approval

(

The following application was reviewed and approved by this
•·
institution's Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) on December
15, 1988:
· Principal Investigator: Richard McGuckin, Fellow
David H. Pashley, D.M.D., Faculty Sponsor
Department of Oral Biology/Physiology
Project Title: Dentin Bonding In Vivo
Source of Support: American FUnd for Dental Health and National
Institutes of Health/NIDR
Type Vertebrate Involved:

Dogs

Institution: .Medical College.of Georgia Research Institute, Inc.
Institutional Approval Number: 88-12-056

Expires: December, 1991

This institution ha·s an Animal Welfare Assurance on file in the
Office for Protectiop·from Research Risks (OPRR). The Assurance
number is "A3307-0l" (effective May 28, 1987) •.

./

cc: Laboratory Animal services
Office of Grants and Contracts

A unit ol11le UnNersity Sys~em of Georgia

